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V OLUME 83, No. 5 
HUSA 
E x ecutive 
Account 
Overdrawn 
By CIIARI.F.~ COi EMAi', J R. 
Edi1orinl Edi1or 
The Howard Unh•ersity S1udent Association is 
thousands of dollars in debt and its executive 
account has dried up, HUSA officials said. 
S1ipends for the elected studen1 leaders will be 
cul until its accounts can be shored up by the Gen-
eral Assembly. which refused 10 approve the HUSA 
budget at Tuesday's emergency GA meeling. 
A ,tatement released by HUSA shows that the 
currenl fiscal year began with an estimated debt of 
more than S 15,000. 
·1be ~ecutive Account of the Howard Univer-
si1y Studem Association has run iu10 fiscal chal-
lenges beginning mosl likely during the last admin• 
istration and snowballing into a curren1 stale of 
defici1," the statement said. 
The announcement, which was dis1ribu1ed by 
HUSA execulive staff members during the mee1-
ing, caughl 1he General Assembly by surprise, 
some members said. The a%embly responded by 
striking down 1he proposed HUSA budget for 1he 
1999-2000 academic year. 
The executive account is one of three accounts 
from which the HUSA executive office operates. 
The other two are for general assembly programs 
and organizational funding. HUSA officials are 
paid their respective stipends from lhe overdrawn 
executive account. 
HUSA President Marilyn Hoosen and Vice-Pres-
ident Q. 'Jernh Jackson stand to lose $9,600 in com-
bined pay. 
Upon examination of the account and its records, 
some have hinted that the fault ties with past 
HUSA administrations. 
"The current sme of s1ude111 go,-ernmen1 is 
presently a near travesty." s.1id Howard Brown, 
UGSA Vice-Coordinator, ··because poor manage-
ment of student government in the pas1 has left us 
at a real standstill."' 
TI1e executive office of HUSA revealed that the 
Ht1<:: \ exccutiv.:- a ·c 111nt currt·ntl~, had a ne-ga1i,c 
balance of thousands of dollars, at an emergenq 
meeting of the Genernl Assembly on Tuesday, 
"I think thal the General Assembly was appre• 




With Loss of 
Coach, Friend 
By 0Rt:W ANtlfRS0'1 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Questions surrounding the departure of a Howanl 
track coach continue to swirl as learn members pre-
p,u-e for the upcoming ,eason. 
Students on the team question if William P. Moul-
trie, the men·s and women's head track coach. was 
forced to relire or fired from the post he held for 
nearly two decades. 
Associate Athletic Direc1or Deborah Johnson has 
been appointed the learn 's temporary supervisor 
until a new coach can be found. 
Attempt,; to reach Moultrie for comment foiled. 
Junior theater arts administration major Ayanna 
Mackins, a member of the women's tmck learn, 
thinks the team, los1 a very valuable tool :is a result 
of Moultrie·~ dcpanure. 
"Upon learning of Coach's (Moultne's) absence. 
I felt as if we as a learn had lost a library of knowl-
edge and insight in10 our crafl," Mackins said. 
"Coach was, and still is. like a father 10 many stu• 
dents here at HU, including myself. TI1e stories and 
anecdotes that Coach shared were invaluable." 
Johnson also reflec1ed on Moul•·ie's leaving. 
'"We're going to miss Coach Moultrie. He pro-
vided the Unh-ersity with a wealth of experience 
and dedication 10 the track program. His retirement 
will allow him 10 do some of the things he's talked 
aboul doing. The progrmn will continue 10 build 
on what he provided over the years and be respect-
ful of his dedication," she said. 
Agreeing 10 supervise a team that meets for prac 
See'frack,A4 
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Photo B> Enc Hall 
Presidtnt H. 1'-JtrickSu)gert, abm-.. address,d ntarty 200 student<, facull) and ,taftat ll<dne,d.i) \ Town Hall llltttin~ in llLM:kbum Center Uallroom. 
Registration Hot Topic at Town Hall Meeting 
Street Privatization, Technology Round Out Students ' Concerns 
By Saba Bireda 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
egistration w0¢s dominated a 
long li,t of student conc~rn , 
Wedne,Jay nighl. as President 
H. Patrick Swygert openly 
fielded questions on the subject 
for the first time. 
In a brief address before a Town Hall meet-
ing thal attracted more than 200 students, foe. 
ul1y and s1aff, Swygert said the University's 
rush to implement new 1echnology helped 
muddle registration. But he also said 1ha1 the 
long lines and confusion surrounding 1he two-
week process would be remedied in time for 
spring regb1ration. 
"The major issue has been fi,ed ... it would 
appear that we're going b,,ckward bul we"re 
going forward," he said. 
Appearing fatigued and frus1ra1ed at times, 
Swygert fielded questions for nearly two hours. 
at the first town hall mee1ing this semes1u held 
in the Blackburn center ball room. 
Though a bevy of concerns were prescmed. 
most of the questions posed by more than 20 
students centered around regislralion and the 
proposed Sixth Streel closing. 
$\\ygcrt opened the meeting by reviewin!l 
the registralion issue and the problems 1hou-
sands of sludents faced during the process. Cit• 
ing a prema1ure implementn1io11 of the BAN• 
NER system, Swygert again apologized for foul 
up. The rush 10 be Y2K compliant and the 
financial aid componenl of the BANNER sys-
tem were to blame for many of the difficulties, 
he ,aid. Because of the diflieullic, with re~"-
trauon, .Ill late tees ._,ould be suspet,ded for tile 
faU semester, he added. 
In the future, the process will be more "'holis-
tic" and will move more smoothly after thor-
ough staff Lraining, he said. 
Howard University Studen1 Association Pres-
ident Marilyn Hoosen was the first srudenl to 
bring up the Uni,-ersity's proposed Sixth Street 
closing. "We feel as though we (s1ude111s) have 
been left out of the entire discussion," Hooscn 
,aid. 
Swyger1 Inter ,aid that "in a ,tructurcJ con-
,·ersaiiun about going forward," HUSA would 
be invited. 
Hoosen"s comment resul1ed in a ple1hora of 
studelll responses. including tha1 of sopho-
more political science and English major Bri1-
1m1y Cooper. Cooper asked how Howard could 
produce black commuruty leaders if "we are 
ostracizing the surrounding communiiy""? 
Swygert said tha1 the "communi1y" would con-
tinue 10 be well served even afterstreet priva-
tiz:uion through the Howard University Hos-
puul and 01her University services. 
University technology was also a hot• 
See Meeting, A4 
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Campus Construction Creates Pesky Parking Problems 
• 
Photo 8) Eric Hall 
The constn1ction orthe Health ScietK'<'S Libmr). ,lated 10 bt completed in 200 I, ha., lril n lack or 
••-nilabte parklng. Mort than 400 parking ,pare, " ~rt destroyed to mak• wny ror lhe building. 
By KtA BA KFR and 
J OMI.LE Wu rrtOCK 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Renovations inten~ to prepare the Uni-
versity for the next millennium has caused 
parking problems reminiscenl of decades 
passed, some faculty members say. 
Construction on the Looi., Stokes Health 
Sciences Library and the new School of 
Law Library has caused a curious dilem• 
ma pitting the need for University cxpan• 
sion against the more immediate parking 
need,, faculty say. 
Both buildings are bctng creeled on siles 
that once accommodated hundreds of 
spaces. Re.,tric1ion of access 10 the Annex 
I parking lot, across from the C. B. Pow-
ell Building, due 10 the Health Sciences 
Library resulted in the elimination ofSOO 
parking ,paces. The School of Law·, 
planned four-story. 76,000 square foot 
building claimed over 600 parking ,paces. 
•·For faculty and profc-.sional ,taft, we arc 
attempting to make accommoclnlions for 
parking and ,hunle services. For siudents, 
we simply ask for your patience as we 
search for available student parking," 
Stephon Henderson, former manager of 
Howard Universily Parking Operations, 
But Henderson"s plea came 100 late for 
some. 
Monique Fraizer, a first year law studenl, 
said her car Wa'> towed when ,he recei,'ed 
too 111,my parking violations- ,·iolations 
she said could have been a\'oided 
"1'his is not e.~actly a happy ,velcome 10 
Howard University for me:· she ,aid. 
Sec Parking, A4 
INTERNET PRIVACY THIS WEEK'S HILLTOP 
Congress to challenge 
computer and internet 
privacy rights. 










WHO'S THE REAL HU? 
,. 
~· 
A 76 year-old r ival-
ryis renewed at RFK 
Stadium tomorrow. 
See Sports, B4 
WeekendWeather 
TODAY: Morninll Sho" ers. Partly 
Sunny 
Low 80's HIGH, 6SLOW 
SATURDAY: Panlv Cloudy 
791IlGH: 62 LOW 
SUNDAY: Partly Cloudy 
78JUGH, 67LOW 
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Student Government Platform Review 
Leaders Discuss Status of Campaign Promises 
By CnARI.C.~ COLEMAN, JR. 
Editorial Editor 
Candidates spent hours composing, perfect• 
ing and deliveri ng their platforms for the stu-
dent body last spring during election season. 
Towards the middle of the spring semester, 
elected officials have their platforms revisit-
ed by The Hilltop and examined to determine 
to what extent they have done what they 
promised ,tudents they would do. This is an 
early review of different officials· platforms 
and the progress that they have made over the 
summer and now during these fi rst weeks of 
the school year. 
Marilyn Hoosen 
1 
, ··; . . ...
'· ~ 
11-rah Jackson 
UNITY 2000 (Marilyn Hoosen and Q. 
Torah Jackson ITI)• Howard University 
Student Association 
The basis of the Unity 2000 platform from 
last spring revolved around both the account-
ability of student officials and the full dis-
closur~ of HUSA business 10 the student 
body. One of the other major platform points 
of the campaign was the revitalization of 
WHBC 830 AM. the Howard University stu• 
dent-run radio station. 
Hoosen addressed the i~sueofthe radio sta• 
tion. "We have spoken with Vice President 
Archer about the status of audibility," said 
HUSA President Marilyn Hooscn. "and he 
has informed us that the dorms would be 
receiving transmitters in order that the station 
will come in clearly inside the dorms. but as 
far a, purchasing a greater frequency. the 
problem with that is most major radio station~ 
have bought up the higher-range frequen-
cies," 
Hoosen was excited about a WHBC kick-
off mixer sponsored by HUSA lhat will take 
place on Sept. 17. 
Other major platform goals of the Unity 
slate included a student-run credit union and 
1he establishment of a Hilltop interlink. 
Hoosen said that plans with The Hilltop are 
incomplete. "As far as the Hilltop inlerlink, 
we have spoken with [Editor-in-Chief] Aprill 
Turner about that, but things have not yet been 
finalized.'' 
Aprill Turner did acknowledge the steps 
1aken on behalf of HUSA to establish this 
connection. 
'"The interlink has par1ially been estab-
lished." said Turner. "as The Hilltop's web 
page contains a link to the HUSA Web site, 
and 1he "Hilltop Hour" radio show set to pre-
miere on WHBC 830 AM will conlain a 1en-
minu1c HUSA informa1ion overlap." 
However. although HUSA promised to pub-
lish repor1s on HUSA business in The Hill-
top, and the space has been reserved free of 
charge. 11,e Hilltop has receh'Cd no published 
correspondence from HUSA in this vein. 
Some students arc questioning the progress 
of the credit union. 
"I don' t understand how a project that huge 
can be accomplished when Steve [Robin-
son]. the HUSA credit union manager. was 
away from D.C. for the summer," said junior 
biology major Clarence Blackwell of Pleas-
antville. N.J. "I haven't heard anything about 
that. and ii seems suspect when you ask 
HUSA staffers about different projects and 
they answer that they are on top of it all." 
Still. Hoosen contended that the develop-
ment of the credit union is well on schedule. 
'The research has been done regarding lhe 
feasibility of starting a credit union, and cur-
rently we arc discussing with V.P. Elzey (chief 
operating officer and vice-president of Finan-
cial Affairs) about the possibility of the stu-
dent credit union being linked to the faculty 
credit union which is already establil.hed.'' 
Renaissance For the New Millennium 
(Louis K. Sterling)-Undergraduate 
1histee 
The basis of the platform introduced by 
Louis Sterling during his campaign for under• 
graduate trustee last spring was a five step 
Louis Sterling 
plan. Sterling plans to 
institute his platform in 
stages. The first portion 
of his platform. trustee 
communication. is 
already underway. 
Sterling has developed 
an e-mail account. 
undergradu -
atetrustee@hotmail.com. so students can 
reach him. 'That will be a means of contac1-
ing me 24 hours a day, Se\'en days a week." 
he said. "I strongly encourage ,tudents and 
faculty to e-mail me, because I am trying my 
best to be accessible in light of the trustees 
not having an office where students can phys-
ically come and voice their concerns:· 
Sterling is also working on the establish-
ment of a "Meet Your Undergraduate Trustee 
Night." 
"I was set 10 speak to the Class of 2003 at 
the pinning ceremony, but due to the 
inclement weather. was unable to. That is why 
I am trying even harder to communicate with 
not only the Class of 2003. but the entire stu-
dent body as a whole." 
The other major points of Sterling's plan arc 
the establishment of a student-run copy cen-
ter. the improvement of University facilities. 
the reactivation of alumni involvement. and 
the enhancemen1 of the academic curriculum. 
"I am pleased with many of 1he renovations 
that the University made during this summer 
alone and am looking forward to seeing more 
things like the smart classrooms in the School 
of Business and the new University bookstore 
which will open soon," Sterling said. "I am 
also excited about the student-run copy cen-
ter, and have laid the ground work for that to 
begin sometime soon: · 
Many students are waiting to see how Ster-
ling uses his vote when the Board of Trustees 
has its first meeting. 
"I don't expect Louis to have done all of his 
platform because the Board of Trus1ees 
haven't met yet." said Lester Brown. a junior 
biology major from Dorchester. Mass. "I 
won't judge how good of a job be has done 
until after he's made a few votes." ' 






At the root of Che' 
Sayles· platform lay 
1hree basic principles: 
Access. Accountability. 
and Academic Excel• 
Jenee. Sayles has 
Jlready begun taking 
steps toward achieving 
these three ideals. 
By way of access. 
Che Sayles Sayles plans to visit 
different graduate 
schools monthly and listen to the concerns of 
students within the various progran1s. In a let-
ter from Sayles to the student council presi-
dents of different gradua1e programs. he 
wrote. "I would like to mcel with each stu-
dent council. at least once per month. in 
order to discuss pertinent issues that effect the 
entire student body.'' 
Another key issue for Sayles was improv-
ing the registration process to belier suit 
graduate students. In anotbtr letter from 
Sayles to Associa1e Vice President for Enroll-
ment Management Dr. Janice Nicholson. he 
set forth many of the graduate studenb • con-
cerns with 1he registration process and offered 
suggestions on means of improving it. In 
Rankin Chapel Selects 1\vo Graduate Assistants 
By \l,\t.ERff TIIO\I \S 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
No !lash of lightening. treacherou, 
storm or prophe1ic dream told Calvin 
Smith 10 change his major from bio-
chemistry to religious studies in his 
junior year of college: it was simply 
an internal realization that he had a 
higher calli ng. 
Smith. now in his first year of grad-
uaie studies. is one of the two new 
Graduate A,s istant, a t Rankin 
Chapel. Shannon L. Pettiford was 
also named a Graduate Assistant. 
"\l.'heo Je,us whisper.. the power of 
the univer\e lies in his words:· Smith 
said. 
that he has known all of his life that 
he was supposed to be a minister of 
God's words, but it took years for him 
to answer the call. Last yrar. he real-
ized that ministry was his true call-
ing and he left Howard's School of 
Dentistry and enrolled in the School 
of Divinity. Peuiford received his 
Bachelor of Science in Biology from 
Virginia State University. 
Smith did his undergraduate study 
at the University of Michigan in Ann 
Arbor. He gradunted with a Bachelor 
of Arts in religious studies. 
As recipients of the most distin• 
guished award that a student in the 
School of Divinity can receh1:. the 
Evans E. Crawford scholarship. the 
two men arc required to be assistants 
at the chapel. The award is usually 
presented to a student in the School 
of Divinity on the basis of GPA and 
experiences and accomplishments as 
an undergraduate. 
that the speakers arc taken care of. 
During lhe week. you can find the 
Graduate Assistants presiding over 
Noon Day prayer or bible study in the 
chapel. 
Peniford is looking forward to 
becoming more involved in campus 
as well as chapel life. His primary 
goal as a Graduate Assistant is to 
make himself available to everyone 
on campus. 'There are no limits to 
my position as a servant of the 
chapel, .. he said. "I want the students 
to realize that I am 1heir peer and I am 
here to ser\'e them." 
He is available for counseling or just 
talking. "Being a Graduate Assi\lant 
is a very prestigious position;· Peui-
ford said. After graduate school. Pct• 
tiford would like to minister the ,vord 
of God and be a role model to the 
community. "The church is the cor-
ner stone of the community and the 
chapel ought to be the heart of reli• 
gious life on campus:· he said. 
is Wednesday night worship service 
for students. 
They are also trying to creale a 
bridge between Sunday fellowship 
and weekly activities. 
"I am really excited to work with 
Calvin and Shannon because they 
will bring a new energy 10 the 
chape1:· said Tosha Gibson. presi• 
dent of 1he Chapel As,istants. "I am 
excited to see some of 1heir new pro• 
jects come alive." 
During the course of the year. the 
Graduate Assis1an1s wi II work close• 
ly with Dean Richardson in order to 
obt,iin more experience as well as 
broaden their spiritual horizons. 
' 'These 1wo Graduaic students have a 
passion for 11linb 1ry:· said Bernard 
Richardson. Dean of Ch(lpel. Dean 
Richardson feels that both Shannon 
and Calvin have tremendous poten• 
tial. and he is pleased 10 see how well 
they have adapted to Howard Uni-
versity and its sense of uniqueness. 
"They bring a freshness and vitali1y 
to the ministry of the chapel." he 
said. 
addition to sa1ellite registration. S:iyles " 
also in support of weekend registrution and 
after hours avail ability, in order to belier suit 
the needs and schedule, of most graduate Mu• 
dents. 
"For most grnduate students the hours and 
location of regbtration are no1 conducive to 
most graduate li festyles. Many graduates 
work from nine to five. go 10 classes m night. 
and then return home to their families." 
The 1hird 1ier of Sayles· platform. academ-
ic excellence. will lruly commence when the 
Board of Trustees begins 10 meet and vote on 
issues. 
"When the board begins to examine policy 
and recruitment and admissions begin prep.tr· 
ing 10 review candidates for the Class of 
2004. 1ha1 is the time when I wi ll be able to 
push that area of my platform and hopefully 
have an impact that will lead to more Nation, 
al Merit and National Achievement ~holars 
being admitted to the University." 
Sayles h:h also used open forums as a means 
of hearing the concerns of student, and decid-
ing the most effective means of addressing 
these concerns through the format of his plat-
form. 
"I was able 10 use 1he recent town hall 
meeti ng wi1h President Swygert as a means 
of just lbtening and hearing the concerns of 
different studcnl\. From tha1. I now have an 
even better idea of how I can use my platform 
to best serve the siudenh and address their 
respective issues." 
Most graduate student\ seem pleased with 
the presentation thm Sayles has put forth thus 
far. 
"I am glad that he finally addre,-ed rcg,s• 
tration for graduate students." ,aid Kri sta 
Blackwell. a graduate physiology student. 
.. and I want to see how he will vote when the 
board actually does meet." 
Pl,o,o By \'.alcric 11loma.,. 
Throughout the course of the year. 
1he Chapel receive, hundreds of 
applicants for the position of Gradu-
ate Assistant. After a series of inter-
views and evaluations. several appli-
cants are eliminated and the 
remaining few applications arc then 
reviewed again. and a selecuon com• 
millee interviews these candidates. 
Previously. there was only one Grad-
uate Assistant who pre,ided with the 
Dean. but this year. two scholars were 
selected. 
This award gives Divinity School 
students an opportunity to work 
closely with the Dean of the Chapel. 
The Graduate Assistants arc a sup-
port system forthe Chaplains and the 
Dean. and their tenure is one year. 
Their duties include working in the 
chapel office. counseling students 
and faculty who arc in need of spiri-
tuaJ or secular guidance. aiding with 
lhe Sunday services. and making sure 
After divinity school. Smith would 
like to obtain his Ph.D. in divinity as 
well as a law degree. He wants to 
teach religion and theology at the 
college level. 
The new Graduate Assis1ants are 
located in 1he Carnegie Building in 
room I 04. They can be reached at 
806-7280. Shannon's office hours arc 
Monday and Wednesday from 10 
a.m. 10 2 p.m. and Tuesday from 10 
a.m. to 12 p.m. Calvin is available 
New Chapd MsistanlS Cah in Smith and Shnnnon L l't ttifonl. 
On Sunday Smith and Pelliford 
presided over their first services as 
Graduate Assistants. Pettiford said 
The Graduate Assistants are 
involved in several aspect of the 
chapel. but Ibey would like to initiate 
more programs for the student body. 
One project that they arc working on 
New Dean for Arts and Sciences to be Chosen Soon 
Howard Faculty Among Candidates 
By K ELLI D. EsTERS 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
The field of candidates for the dean of Arts and Sci-ences has "een winnowed to two Howard facult y 
members after a two-year national 
search. 
Dr. Robert J. Cummings of the 
African-American Studies depart-
ment and Dr. James A. Donaldson of 
the math department are the two lead-
ing candidates. said Dr. Charles 
Sanders, chair of the dean selection 
committee. 
University officials expect 10 make 
a final decision in the "next seveml 
weeks:· Sanders said. 
Cummi ngs is the chai r of the 
African-American Studies depart• 
mcnt. and Donaldson has been a 
member of the math department for 
close to three decades. 
The search for a new dean began in 
the foll of 1997. After two na1ional 
searches were launched and came 
back unsuccessful. the University 
began 10 look internally for prospec-
tive c:mdidatcs in May. 
President H. Patrick Swygert and 
Provost Antoine Garibaldi will make 
the final selection based on student 
and faculty evaluations of the two 
finalists. 
Despite the two-year delay. Garibai· 
" I believe in the 
inherent potential of 
every student and the 
intellectual honesty 
and commitment to 
service of every 
faculty member." 
Dr. Robert J. Cumming, 
Dean of Art and Science 
Candidate 
di said. 'The search is gomg ,,:ry 
wen:· 
On Aug. 30 and 31 a forum was 
held where students had a chance 10 
meet the new candidates. Tiie stu• 
dents rated 1he candidates on things 
such as ideal visions for the college. 
fundraising methods. management 
style. plans for recruitment and qual-
ifications. 
"I believe in the inherent potential 
of every student and the intellectual 
honesty and commitment to service 
of every faculty member:· Cummings 
said in a letter. "I sec the need for an 
academic agenda that fosters under-
graduate academic preparation and 
training in the specific areas of fac-
ulty and student scholarship." 
Donaldson was unavailable for 
comment. 
Though Sanders said he gave 
Swygert the final report containing 
the student and faculty recommen-
dations last week. he said Swygert 
still has the power to appoint a dean 
other than the suggested candidates. 
' 'This is a situation that rarely hap-
pens," he said. 
Dr. Clarence M. Lee has headed the 
school as interim dean since the 
beginning of the search. 
Monday through Thursday from I 0 
a.m. to 2 p.m. and all day on Friday. 
Chapel Services are held el'ery S1111-
,la\' at / I a.m. i11 the Andrew Rmoki,o 
M;morial Chapel. 17,e speaker for 
S1111da): Se/II. 12 will be President 
Sll'ygert. 
Camplls Digest 
Shuttles to the Battle of the HUs 
There will be two shuttle buses per dorm. set aside to transport students. with 1ickets. from Howard University 
to RFK Stadium for the Howard and Hampton game scheduled for Saturday, Sep1. 11. The buses w,11 depart 
from: 
Carver Hall. Slowe Hall. Annex. Howard Plaza Towers. The Meridian Hill Hall. and the corner of Sixth and 
Howard Place 
Buses will shuttle students between the hours of2:30pm-9pm 
HU Conference to Examine Central Africnns in the Atlantic Dia~pora 
Howard Universi1y will host a three-day conference. ''Bantu Into Black Central African, in th~ Atlantic Dia,-
pora:· on Sept. 16 • 18. 
The conference will ei.amine the various aspects of the area's cultural history. Keynote speaker Colin Pnlmer 
will speak about "The African Diospora for the New Millennium." 
During the conference presenters will share a range of papers focusing on central Africa 10 demonstrate that 
bener research in lhe field would do much IO enrich the \tudy of 1he entire African Diaspora 
HU Jo11n111lism Chair Recognized 
Howard University School of Communications DeparllllCot of Journalism Chair Dr. Barbara Bealor Hine• is 
one of the Public Relations Society of America• (PRSA) 1999 lnJividual Award winners for outstanding con• 
tributioos to the publi1;,ttlations profession. 
With nearly 20.000 members, PRSA is Ille lltllion's largest a%ociation for public relation,. 
Dr. Hines will receive one of two Outstanding Educator awards at PRSA'.s International Conference in Anaheim, 
Calif. on Oct. 25. The award is presented annually 10 an individual for his or her significant contributions to the 
advancement of public relations. 
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Voices School of Business Changes Spark Excitement By MIA SOMERSALL 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
Also contributing to the smaller 
freshman teams is the smaller num• 
ber of freshmen in the class of 2003. 
The number of students has dwindled 
because of an increased SAT score, 
school officials said. This year's class 
had to meet a score of I 000. 
lld · 
Views 
Who is the real H. U 
(Howard or Hampton) and why? 
"Howard, because we have 1he 
besl alumni 1hroughou1 history. 
We were one of 1he first universi• 
1ies and 1hey weren·1." 
-Adrian Byrd, sophomore 
film major 
"Howard was the first H.U. 
Hamp1on used to be Hamp1on 
lnstitule. The ·Real" means the 
first H.U." 
- Princess Lee, sophomore 
excerdse physiology major 
"Howard. because if you look at 
raw his1ory, 1he most influential 
people came from Howard. 
Hamp1on isn't a university. it's an 
institule." 
-Joe Hawthorn, junior 
telecommunications 
management major 
"h's Howard! Hampton can be 
H.I.U. if they want.'' 
- Keith Brownhill, junior 
sociology major 
-Compiled by Troy Tie11el 
Write 
For 
Changes arc underway in one of the 
School of Business' larges1 pro-
grams. 
The 2 I st Ccn1ury Advantage Pro-
gram. which is 1he primary freshman 
orientauion progrnrn for 1he school. 
has added two addi1ional companies. 
The Hartford and The Gap, to its ros• 
ter of program sponsors. The Office 
of Special Progrnms has also been 
redesigned 10 belier serve students. 
School of Business officials said. 
The changes have sparked a new 
cxcitment in the school, s1uden1s say. 
The Advantage progrnm was creal• 
ed in 1he early 1990s and is nalion• 
ally acclaimed for its unique efforts 
of preparing s1udents for the business 
world 1hrough corpora1e adopted 
teams. 
Groups of ten to 15 students arc 
placed on teams based on majors and 
hometowns and are adopted by a cor• 
pora1e sponsor. In the past. teams 
have been significantly larger. oflen 
surpassing 20 members. With the 
addition of the more sponsors the 
number of members oa a 1eam has 
been nearly cut in half. 
Herman Forrest. the team leader 
for the freshman class. said 1he small-
er teams are more likely 10 prosper. 
la team leader training he said he 
learned that the bes1 teams are 
between ten and 12 people. 
"The academic quality of the stu• 
dents has improved student commit-
ment." said Carol Henley. the founder 
and director of the program. "'The 
students in 1he school generally have 
more scholarships than previous 
years. decreasing the need for part• 
time employment and increasing the 
auention 10 be paid 10 classes." 
There have been significantly more 
activities during freshmen orientation 
this year. In previous years the focus 
has mainly been on the talen1 show, 
the first team project requirement. 
Some new programs are student rap 
sessions with upperclassmen and out• 
ings. which included a trip around the 
Metro area visiting hot spots like 
Pentagon Ciry and Georgetown as 
well as a class tour of the Capitol 
building with Missouri Senator John 
Ashcroft. 
"I've enjoyed my experience so far," 
said Mansford Bourne. a freshman 
management major from Fon Worth. 
1exas. He said he likes the fact 1ha1 
he can use his sophomore learn leader 
as a knowledgeable resource and tha1 
he is very accessible. Team leaders 
are generally required to live in the 
same dorms as their team. 
PllOlo by Mi> ~II 
'Tham members from the School or Busilla.'I per1'om1 a dafK."t interpretation during last 
wt-ek's tult'lflt bhow 
Bourne also said that his team gave 
him an immediate circle of friend; al 
Howard. He and his teammates 
clicked instantly. "There are no con-
flicts at all thal I tan think of within 
the team." he said. "We all work well 
together." 
There were more team leader appli-
cants this year than in previous years. 
"We had a very compelitive talent 
pool of team leader trainees," said 
Henley. 'There were very qualified 
people that didn't even make it.'' 
Sophomores Danette Boykin and 
Dynecia Brown 1verc placed on the 
1eam adop1cd by St:ue Farm Insur-
ance their freshmen year. Now, 1hey 
arc the co-team leaders of the fresh• 
men team that will be adopted by 
S1ate Farm 1his year. "Not only can 
we work well on a professional level. 
but we have a peN>nal bond~ well." 
Henley said that she is exciled about 
the semester. ··1 definitely see more 
enthusiasm this year," she said. She 
said that she was pariicularly 
impressed with the effort and talent 
exhibited in the talent show. saying 
that it was the best of ilS kind out of 
the five years 1ha1 it has taken place. 
Bourne is looking forward to net• 
working with the company 1hat will 
soon be :L"igned to his team. His per-
son.II goal: team development. " I just 
want my team 10 excel 10 our best 
abili1y." 
CSA Launching Lecture, Film Series, Other Events Set 
By R OSLYN A. DOUGLAS 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
The Howard University Caribbean 
Students Associa1ion will show the 
film "Nappy Hair" by Lydia Ann 
Douglas at its meeting 1his Friday. 
This is the first in a series ofleciures 
and films to educate students about 
the cullures of the Caribbean as well 
as social issue,. 
The film is a feature of the hain.tyles 
of African women with natural hair. 
It will be shown in the Blackburn 
forum after the meeting. which will 
begin at 5:30 p.m. 
"We have a responsible slate: all of 
us are dedica1cd to make a positive 
change for the association," said Deb-
bie-ann Bromfield. president of the 
association. 
The five member executive board of 
CSA began the fall semester with a 
mission to unify 1he Caribbean stu• 
dent-run association wi1h other Stu• 
dent organization, at Howard while 
meeting the needs of its members. 
With membership fees and endorse-
ments. CSA has already rnised over 
$1.000. 001 including the proceeds 
gamed from its firsl par1y 11vo weeks 
ago. Bromfield plans to put this 
money 10 good use. Going under the 
slate name of Utopia. Bromfield and 
her staff have devised a series of ven· 
1ures 10 curb the division be1ween 
American and international students. 
One such venture is the plan 10 have 
lecturers and other films. The first 
lecture. on the topic of AIDS. will be 
given wi1h 1he assistance of the 
Howard University Clinic in the 
Blackburn Forum on Friday. Sep1. 
24. 
Bromfield hopes that freshmen will 
take advantage of the lecture. 
'This I presentation] will give them 
a chance 10 learn about 1he sexually 
transmi11ed diseases," she said. 
"Some students don·1 realize the high 
rate of AIDS cases in the Uni1cd 
States in comparison to their own 
country." • 
In addi1ion to lecture;, and films. 
CSA is planning to republish Rag 
newsletter. First published in fall 
1988 by Anthony Walcou Joseph for 
enter1ainmen1 and information pur• 
poses, the new CSA slale plans to put 
a more serious slant on the newslet• 
1er. 
"This new,lcuer is one way. wi1h 
our informative issues. that peoplc-
001 only Caribbean s1udents but the 
college at large - can read about 
what's going on in the Caribbean, 
understanding our strife. concerns 
and cullure," said Public Rela1ions 
Officer Clayton Benn. The newslet• 
ter will be launched in October. 
Al one time. CSA wa, 1hc most 
active international student organi-
zation on campus. according to past 
President V.1lerie Brown. who now 
act, a~ an advisor 10 the new slate. 
"CSA wa, 1hc biggest organization 
on campus." ,he said. "We were the 
fiN to rccei\'e lhe S1uden1 Organi-
zation Trophy." 








ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB. 
Things got pretty compc11t1vc for ROTC 1:iught mo rcspons1b1hty seH-
lhis Job. I'm sure my college degree disc1plincandleadership, Those arc 
and good grades kepi mo m tho things you JUSI cant learn from a 
running. But m lho end 11 was lho textbook. I don·t l·no,v where I'd be 
-=-(oadersh1p and management nght now 1£ I h11dn t enrolled m 
cxpcnencc I got through Army Army ROTC, but I do know one 
ROTC that won them over Army l~ for sure . . I wouldn't be here. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details,, isit Dougla, Hull, 
Si,th Street N.\\'. or call 
202-806-6 784. 
IN iPbl1M lllffl• 
JOOM & JOAID 1NCFJlfWE 
Up to 12,111 p,r 1t1111tt fr, HU 
m ruilaJ d'd ~ in 
AFROIC!!!! 
frMlrelmliilCoilct 
AliOIC Ddnwl ti 
lrl513 w..,oc. 
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Howard Univer.;ity's Army ROTC 
Bison Banalion commissioned a 
former cadet. James McIntyre. as a 
2nd Lieutenant. and reenlisted 
Cadre Member Sergeant Edward 
Dupass last week. 
The commissioning ceremony is 
an event in which a cadet. who has 
graduated from college and fulfilled 
all the requirements of a cadet, 
receives the r-.ink of 2nd L1eutennn1. 
The first step in the ceremony 10 
becoming a Lieutenant is the Oath 
of Office. 
which is a pledge 1ha1 e,-cry soldier 
makes 10 1he president and the Unit-
ed States Government. The next 
Hello Again 
step is the pinning ceremony in 
which lieutenant McIntyre was 
pinned by his parents. Reverend and 
Mrs. John McIntyre. 
Next came the Silver Dollar Cer• 
emony in which a non-commis• 
sioned officer renders the first salute 
10 the newly commi'>Sioned officer 
and recei,·e, a Silver Dollar from the 
new Lieutenant. 
Sergeant Major Tyrone Foster. 
who is a former cadre member of 
the Bison Bannlion, rendered the 
first Salute. 
To follow was the reenlistment cer-
emony in which Lieutenant McIn-
tyre performed the Oath of Office to 
Sergeant Edward Dupass. 
Becoming a commissioned officer 
is the goal that all ROTC cadets are 
working toward. 
By being in the Army ROTC pro-
gram. Lieu1ennn1 McIntyre has 
experienced training that was chal-
lenging nt times but fulfilling and 
fun. Lieutenant McIntyre is now the 
Gold Bar Recruiter for How,trd Uni• 
versity Bison Baualion. 
He will be leaving in November 10 
further his career in the Quarter-
master Corps, where he will be deal-
ing with the logistic, of the Army. 
-Monique Carr. 
Cader Baualimr Executfre Officer 
Howard Contracts With New 
Black-owned Shuttle Service 
By RMlAII DAVIS and KIA BAKFR 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Shirlington Limousine Transporta• 
hon. Inc .. a Black-owned tran,porta• 
tion compan}; has been contf".icted by 
Howard University 10 rnke over the 
shunle bus service. 
Shirlington won the bid over 12 
other companies. The University 
agreed to a three-year contract with 
two one-year options at $4.2 million. 
"'This is history," said Chris Baker. 
president and CEO of the trans• 
portation company. ''The University 
has never given a Black contractor a 
multi-year transportation contract." 
The company brings with ii 14 full 
time and seven part-time shutlle bus 
drivers as well as 13 reserve drivers 
for the estimated 2.000 riders a day 
at Howard, Baker said. 
The con1rac1 with Shirlington wa~ 
the result of the University adminis-
tration holding se,crol meetings with 
focus groups during the 1998 • 1999 
academic year and listening 10 their 
views. Stephon Henderson. supervi-
sor of Parking and Shutlle Opera• 
lions, said. "We used the ,1urlen1 teed 
back to be\! serve the students." 
The transportation company start• 
ed operation on Aug. 14 for orienta-
tion and began its trnnsitional sched-
ule on Aug. 16. "\Ve hope that they 
will provide a smooth progression 
during the academic year." Hender-
son said. 
Shunles 10 Meridian Hi ll. Carver 
and Slowe Hall, and the 
Shaw/Howard Metro stop arc pro-
vided seven days a week. Baker said 
that the challenges 10 efficient shut• 
tie service are major traffic jams. bad 
weather and dangerous si1ua1ion,. 
such as accidents. roadblock,- and 
utility trucks that block rou1e.s. How-
ever, his company prides itself on 
creating emergency routes 10 combat 
obstructions. 
Baker said that he also hopes thm 
his company works well with the 
University and the students. "Any 
trnnsportation company can provide 
a service for the ,1uden1s," he said. 
"As an expert in tr-.insportation and 
an African American. my plan, are 10 
become a member of the Howard 
University fami ly," 
However. many students have com-
plained recently about the shuule ser-
vices and scheduling. Krbtie Gard• 
ner said the shunle is not re,~ly an 
option. ''The times for the ,huule are 
posted but they are 1101 convenient 10 
the times that I need 10 be on campus 
and to where I wam 10 go." she said. 
"So I jus1 walk from my dorm 10 
main campus orwhereever I need 10 
be." 
Keri Taylor, a film major who 
resides in Meridian. said ,he rides 1he 
shunle out of necessity. but does not 
mind having 10 do so. "I Lhink the 
shun le service is quite nice." ,he 
said. ''The buses are spaciou, and can 
tran,pon a lot people at one time." 
Despite some problems. Taylor i, 
optimistic about the new contractor. 
" I think there was a li11le confu,ion 
as for as organitation of scheduling. 
but I think that they are trying 10 get 
that together. I think that it will be 
successful if they conunue 10 
improve." 
Baker acknowledged that all the 
kinks have not been worked out, but 
he said he is available and open 10 
feedback from students. He said that 
on the average day, he can be found 
sitting in his Mercedes Benz on Sixt.h 
Street focusing on student ridership. 
"I made a commitment 10 1he Uni-
versity that I would give dedication 
and expert consuha110n and thai's 
what I plan 10 do," he said. 
Work study students are being 
sought 10 help the company gauge 
students· transportation concerns. 
The company will hire these students 
10 provide monthly examinations of 
the service and 10 help determine 
student opinion. 
"We have more than the a,-erage 
company could offer Howard Uni• 
,ersity," Baker said. The company 
also offers limousine. sedan. airport 
service, and even private jct services 
10 ,1uden1s al a discounted rate. 
Schedule, for ,huule umes · and 
s10ps are available in Blackburn and 
Founders Library. 
Student with complaint, are encour-
aged to call the company at 806-
2003. 
From Page One 
Parkini: 
Shunle service 10 off campu, parking 
sites has been provided for some fac-
ulty of the College of Pharmacy. 
Nursing and Allied Health Sciences 
and the School of Communications. 
Parking for those schools would nor-
mally be in the lot that is now busy 
with construction on the Health Sci-
ences building. Other faculty mem-
bers have been allocated parking 
space behind the Towers. 
Henderson said that left-over and 
unclaimed parking spaces from the 
l011ery will be assigned 10 those in 
need. 
Jo'Ann cnwczor. president of the 
School of Communication, Student 
Council, ts happy with the concept of 
the new Health Sciences Library but 
said the location troubles her. She 
said that when she had access to 
parking. she was able 10 get 10 school 
six minutes before class. 
"Now. I have 10 get 10 campu, 45 
minutes early just 10 find a parking 
spo1," she said. 
Some students do have parking but 
still arc not satisfied. 
P•ychology maJor Rosaella Wash-
ington questions the way Howard 
uses the parling fees it collects. "I 
paid $120 for parking in a lot that has 
a sign that states. 'Park at your own 
risl.' What did I pay my money for 
if Lhere arc no guarantees that when 
I go ou1side my car will be there?" 
Though parking spaces are being 
sacrificed, some believe that 1he 
impro,-ements being made are more 
important. Carol Y. Dudley. coordi-
nator of 1he Office of Career Devel-
opment in the School of Communi-
cations. call, the elimination of 
parking spaces 10 build the new 
library "a non-issue." 
Meetin2 
buuon issue. Ahhough unable 10 
answer many questions about specif• 
ic dorm computer labs and the feasi• 
bility of easier Internet acce". 
Sw)gert said technological advance• 
ment continues 10 be one of the Uni-
ver.;i1y·s main concerns. 
Many students feh 1hat the president 
was elusive and misleading in many 
of his respon,es. specifically in 
answering questions about the pro-
posed street closings. 
"He was too eva,i,-e. he got away 
with not answering my question 
about street closing." Cooper said. 
"We took steps fornard in term, of 
the tran,parency issues but I chal-
lenge President Swygert 10 more 
specifically answer some oflhe ques• 
lions pre,ented tonight.'' 
Freshman Erica Easter was disap-
pointed at the president\ perfor-
mance. "He ne\'er gave a straight 
answer." she said. "As a freshman. it 
really corrupted my view of our pres• 
ident." 
Jamll Curd. president oflhe School 
of Business Student Council, chal-
lenged President Swygert 10 impro\'e 
1he University on all levels. "No more 
roaches. no more yelling .... just raise 
the bar on everything," he ,aid. 
The president said he would have 
another town meeting before the end 
of the semester as well a, specific 
dorm and school meetings. 
" It gi,e, men chance tu get uul and 
abou1 and hear \\hat':-. cm ~rudi:m~· 
mind,," he ,aid. 
Hoosen applauded the pre,ident's 
openne" with students but said that 
"rhetoric 111rn, into real solutions and 
ac1ion accompanie\ dhcu,sion:· 
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There will be two shuttle buses per 
dorm, set aside to transport 
students, with tickets, from Howard 
University to RFK stadium for the 
Howard and Hampton game 
scheduled for Saturday September 








4) Howard Pla.za Towers 
Hall 5) The Meridian Hill 
The Campus (the corner 
and Howard Place) 
of 6th 
Buses will shuttle students between 
the hours of 2:30pm-9:00pm 
HUSA 
of Communications Vice-President 
Bienvenido Lebron. "becau,e or the 
f.lc1 that HUSA operated in the red 
this summer. and no one wa, ready to 
approve a budget without being clear 
ab<>ul why this debt even exists:· 
Many were confused about how 
such a large debt could ha,-e been cre-
ated and as the list of unanswered 
question, grew. the General Assem-
bly became increasingly reluctant 10 
approve the proposed budget. 
"The firs1 thing thm rm looking for 
arc some ans we!"'>.'' ,aid Eric Wmson. 
financial advl\0r for UGSA. "I want 
to know how such a back balance 
could e,1,1 and how the admini,tra• 
tors rc,pon"ble for appro, ing HUSA 
financial 1rnnsac11on, could know-
ingly allow this balance 10 grow." 
Belinda Watkin,. Dean of Student 
Life and Activities. i, the adminis-
trator who approve, financial trans-
action, for HUSl'\s executive office. 
TRACK 
tlcc at 6 a.m. i, nn minor commie• 
ment. Many players commended 
Johnson for assuming her current 
role. rncluding speech pathology 
maJor Adrienne Trice. 
"M,. Johnson is J,!l'Cal and ,o far ,he 
has done e,erything Coach would 
have done and more. She is \'Cf) 
knowledgeable of 1he sport and will 
be: very helpful 10 u, as we enter the 
season without a co;,ch," Trice ,aid . 
11,e te.un will embark upon 11, 
cros.s coun1ry season, then in Novem-
ber it will bcgrn muning for rndoor 
track. which will be directly tollowed 
by the outdoor tmck and field season. 
Senior Kenyon Link wa, appointed 10 
as,isl Johnson in coaching this ,ea-
"What :.ome people do not under-
stand." said Watkins. "is that I am 
re,ponsible for signing and approving 
financial document, for HUS:\, but 
I am not responsible for mana~ing 
their account. That is the sole re,pon 
sibilityofthe financial advi,or I may 
offer fmancial advice 10 organiLa-
tions. but as far as ensuring that 
accounts don·1 become overspent, 
that responsibility falls on the finan-
cial advisor." 
Frank Turner, HUSA financial advi-
sor. said that the General Assembly 
and the student body needed 10 be 
informed in order for 1he current 
HUSA administration 10 ,erve the 
,tudents fairly. 
"Problem, will not be: ,olved when 
Lhey are hidden," said Turner. "\\'e 
wanted 10 begin this year with a clear 
transparency of HUSA business and 
full disclosure. In sticking 10 that, 11 
would be a contradiction not 10 report 
this or '"-eep it under the rug:· 
,on. Link offered advice 10 help the 
1eam 10 achieve ,uccess throu~h thi, 
tr;m,i110n 
"I feel that 1he first thing is for all 
of us 10 lei things in the past be !ch 
an 1he past," ,aid Link. "\\'c will .1II 
need each other 10 have success. 
Hampton is now thinking that since 
we have no coach. they are going to 
run over us. Now if Hampton ts talk-
ing. then the whole MEAC [Mid 
Eastern Athletic Conference] is talk-
ing. and they do not like Howard. 
There are championship, and prc,1-
dential cup, 10 defend .. 
O,-erall, the track te,,m is looking 
forward to a challenging and pro• 
duc1i,-e ,eason. According 10 transfer 
student Crystal Hender.;on. the fact 
that Howard currently ha, no coach 
HUSA ha, been alloned money 10 
fund planned programming for the 
year. However. without an appro,ed 
budget. HUSA exccuti,-e officers will 
be unable 10 receive their proposed 
stipend,. 
"I ,ympathize with the currenl 
HUSA ndmini'1ration because it doc, 
appear that they may not be able lb 
receive their stipends for the year, but 
unfortunately they mu,1 bear the bur-
den of irresponsible HUSA adminis-
tration, of the past.'' ,aid Watson. 
Many Mudent leaders said they want 
10 1hc )Cano progress as smoothly as 
po"ible and ,aid this financial ~I 
back ,hould not sour th 11 vi,ion 
''The way thing< are nghl now are 
me"ed up," Lebron ,a,d. "But if we 
\\ant to get ,tudent go,ernment on 
the right foot for the future. this i, an 
exnmple of the knots of red tape that 
we ha,e 10 straighten out before we 
can move forward " 
doc, nut mean the team "ill fold. 
"I JUSI want tu tell the other team• 
mate, that coach or no «~1ch. 11 is you 
that will determine how good a~•-
son )OU -.111 have .. Henderson said 
Both the men's and ""men's squ.1ds 
will lace on agarnst the Hampton 
Pirates tomorrow at l! a.m. for the 
Ho\\ard-Hnmpton Classic. The men 
will compete 10 dctermme which 
school will retain the presidential 
cup m the third year of th1' "Best 2 
out of 3" ,eries . 
The wom•n ha,e already captured 
their prize with ct>nsecu1he wins in 
1997 and 1998. Tomorrow's meet 
wil l al,o ,1llow the men 10 size up the 
competition a, they approoch the pus· 
,ihility or a third con,ecutive MEAC 
cro,,-countr) championship. 
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News Frotn Around The World 
Egyptian Leader Attacked, Assailant 
Killed 
PORT SAID, Egypt - Egyptian leader 
Hosni Mabarak was grazed and slightly 
wounded by a sharp instrument on Sept. 6 as 
he wa,•ed to a crowd. His assailant, Said Has-
san Suleiman, 40, was shot and killed by the 
presidential guards. One of the guards was 
also cut while trying to stop Suleiman. a 
clothing vendor. 
Mabarak was near the northern end of the 
Suez Canal touring industrial projects. After 
the :mack he continued the day with a speech 
on economic development. On Sept. 26 the 
presidential referendum will be held. If 
Mabarak wins again it will be his fourth six-
year term. 
Kenyan Chief .Justice Dies 
NAIROBI, Kenya - Chief Justice Zac-
cheus Cbesoni died of a heart attack in Nairo-
bi Hospillll on Sept. 5 at the age of 63. 
Chesoni was admitted to the hospital for bac-
terial meningitis a few weeks earlier, then suf-
fered a relapse and had a heart auack. He was 
the second native Kenyan to hold 1he highest 
judicial post since Kenya gained indepen-
dence from Britain in 1963. Chesoni was also 
chairman of Kenya', Electoral Commission. 
Displaced People Gather in 'lwo Cities 
LUANDA, Angola -More than 9,000 peo-
ple have fled clashes between the govcrnmen1 
and rebel forces in the northwest and traveled 
to the cities of Negage and Uige. Many trav-
eled over 60 miles from Sanza. Pombo and 
Buengas to escape countryside battles during 
the last month. 
According to Francesco Streppoli. head of 
the U.N. World Food Program of Angola, tens 
of thous:u1ds are sheltered in the two cities 
and more displaced people are expected to 
come. The Government and UNITA. a Por-
tuguese acronym for National Union for the 
Total Independence of Angola. began fight-
ing again one year ago. Rebels blew up 
bridges and planted land mines at the airport 
to disable government supply routes. 
U.S. Aids Barbados Through Law 
Enforcement Program 
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados - The U.S. 
Department of Justice, the Drug Enforce-
ment Administration, U.S. Army Special 
Forces and the Bridgetown County Office are 
conducting a training program that began 
Aug. 17 and will end Sept. I 3 during which 
Eastern Caribbean drug squads and Region-
al Security Systems personnel will further 
their anti-narcotic expertise. 
The 40 participant, are learning abou1 evi-
dence handling, report writing, pistol train-
ing, case initiation and development, phar-
macology, raid training, counterfeit currency, 
surveillance tactics and undercover drug oper-
ation. The program is part of Clinton's efforts 
to make law enforcement in the Caribbean a 
priority. 
Food Rois While Many Stane 
LUANDA. Angola-Lawmakers found 129 
cargo containers full of rotting food at the 
Luanda harbor on Sept. I. Powdered milk, 
corn flour. pork, biscuit, and other food were 
discovered languishing in ship containers 
while the country's civil war has left thou-
sands of people starving and displaced. Har-
bor officials urged lawmake•s to change the 
laws that state goods must be held until they 
are claimed. 
Nurses want revised Secrecy Code 
Swaziland-The Swaziland Nurses Asso-
ciation has begun lobbying the government to 
review the SNA:s Secrecy Code. The nurses 
want to be able to disclose the health status 
of patients with HIV or AIDS to their rela-
tives to minimize the spr~d. SNA says that 
knowing patients· exact medical status would 
enable their relati\'t:S to help treat the dise.'ISes 
correctly. 
- Compiled by Lym, Simmonds 
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NATION&W<JI n 
Proposed Legislation Would Give Federal 
Agents Access to Private Files 
By LYNN StMMOJ\OS 
Nation & World Editor 
The Jus1icc Department and the Office of 
Management and Budget want federal 
agents to have the authority to override 
encryp1ion programs and disable other 
security software. If appro,'t:d by Congress, 
the legisla1ion. named the Cyberspace Elec-
tronic Security Act. would allow investi• 
ga10rs 10 secretly gain decryption keys and 
passwords for nil private and business files 
:1f1cr obtaining a scaled warrant from a 
judge. 
Investigator., could also "implant ·recov-
ery devices· or otherwise modify comput-
ers 10 ensure 1ha1 any encrypted message or 
files can be read by the government," said 
Ari Schwartz. policy analyst for the Center 
for Democracy and 'lechnology. 
The Act also proposes 1hn1 lnw enforce-
ment officials ha,-e access 10 decryption 
keys held by a lhird party. Judicial search 
warrants would be obtained if decryp1ion 
keys \\"ere not held by third party. 
This proposal is being presented as a 
method to minimize criminal ac1ivi1y aided 
by encryption software. such as drug traf-
ficking, terrorism, while collar crimes and 
the distribution of chi ld pornography. 
Some lawmakers sny this legislation may 
have its benefits. but the chance of federal 
officials secretly gaining entrance to a citi• 
zen's office or home computer is disturbing 
to some. 
"That deals with the whole invasion of 
privacy issue." said Fatima Franklin. :1 
graduate student in elementary education. 
She said the government already has 
access 10 people's personal information 
through phone taps and that "the comput-
er is just laking ii one step further. We are 
not 101ally secure." 
According 10 Schwartz. notice of such 
searches should be a requirement because 
"the judicial warrant does not provide ade-
Photo by Fri< I loll 
If 1he propcxed Congr~sionul bill, pa.\s. la.w enforctment offi«r, "ould ha\e greater a«es~ to files on nn) eomJ>uter like th<K.e aOO,c;. 
quate protection against abuse. Notice is 
important because it gives you the oppor-
tunity 10 observe the conduct of the gov-
ernment agents and pro1ec1 your righ1s." 
Wire1aps and the proposed oomputer 
searches are exceptions to lhe notice require-
ment. The ci tilen or company whose 
records were being searched would no1 
know unlei,.s they had ;,upplied a key to a 
third party. 
Junior sociology and Spanish major 
LnToya Stubbs said, "It's a 'Catch 22' situ• 
ation," Ahhough ii would aid in controlling 
criminal acts. ,he ,aid she is concerned 
nbouc the privacy of the a,erage citizen. "If 
they would ha,-e gone into the Uni Bomber's 
computer it probably would have helped" in 
lhat investigation. she said. 
With fewer documents being handwritten 
or mailed through the postal service. com-
puter., are replacing older methods of cor-
respondence by saving 1imc. Many com-
puter owners keep personal journal\. bank 
records. e-mai l, records of business finance, 
and client profiles in computer file;,. 
Student Bar Association President Aman• 
da Pecchioni said encryption is necessary 
for companies and law firms 1ha1 conduct 
much oftheirbu~iness on-line. Confidential 
information •uch as credit card numbers and 
social security numbers are e-mailed or 
stored on business computers. 
"From the standpoint of attorney/client or 
dOCtor/patient privilege. [aulhorities) will be 
getting privileged information. They want 
the information !hat can'I usually be attained 
in trial," Pccchioni ,aid. "People use 
cncryp1ion to leep out hackers. Now those 
hackers could be 1he police." 
Some are concerned that through lhe 
process of decryption, information may be 
altered or deleled by the authorities. 
''The only thing that's going 10 stop l•he 
proposed legislation) b if people contact 
lcgisla1on;," Pecch1011i s:iid. 
The Clinton adminis1ra1ion said ii would 
supporc lcg1sln1ion th:11 would require com• 
pu1cr1 or software 10 include "back doors" 
allowing law enforcement to enter liles 
wi1hou1 disabling cncryp1ion software 
More 1han 200 member- of congre" said 
they would ,·01e those mca,ures down. 
Recent Hotmail Security Breach Puts Users On Guard 
By VALERIE THOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Big brother was probably watching and read-
ing your mail when a Microsoft-owned free e-
mail system was hacked in to late August 
allowing Internet surfers access 10 private 
accounts. 
For n1 leas1 a day. the largest pass word pro• 
1ec1ed e-mai l provider in the world was vul-
nerable 10 hacker•. Internet voyeurs and 
;,noops thanks to a security breach. Microsoft 
officials said. ln1erne1 user:; armed wi1h only 
a user name were allowed full access 10 
accounts. User names can be obtained from 
any public ;,earch engine like Yahoo or Infos-
eek. 
The breach originally ,urfaced Aug. 30 
when hackers set up web-sites that logged into 
Microsoft's ,ecure network. Once a user name 
was entered. the Hotmail account appeared 
and the mailbox was available. 
Allhough Micro,oft shut down those web-
sites. hackers po,ted similar web addresses 
later 1hn1 day. Microsoft's officials advised its 
40 million subscribers not 10 use Hotmnil 10 
send information they would be embarrassed 
10 sec as a headline. 
Reaction over 1hc apparent vulnerability of 
1he e-mail system is sti ll being gauged. 
''This is an invasion of privacy," said Bren-
da Ale~ander. with the School of Communi-
cauons. " h is ,cary 1ha1 people use the Inter-
net 10 send mail ,n,1ead of the postal service 
and personally. the,r recent breach is very dis-
turbing." 
The lack of security has put many Howard 
students on guard. Because most accoums 
are free and che number of compu1ers on cam-
pus has ,urged. web-based e-mail has increas-
ingly become the preferred 1001 of communi-
cation. 
Andre &ten.. a junior English major. said he 
is not surprised by 1he Ho1mail incident 
"People are always finding ways 10 do 
wrong. That's wby I do11·1 ,end anything too 
personal ostr the l111erne1," he said. 
Microsoft vowed lhat the incident would 
not recur. The comp,my said that there would 
always be hackers out there and they couldn't 
make guarantees. 
All H01mail users received nn e-mail from 
the service notifying 1hem of the situation 
and assuring them that the trouble is over. 
Because Hotmail is a free web-based e-
mail site. no lega l action can be taken 
against it. Under Hotmail's "Terms of Ser-
vice," a contract that users mu,t agree 10 
before receiving an account, the company is 
pro1ec1ed from law,ui1s when ,ecuri1y 
breaches occur. 
"The subscribers have no case against 
Microsoft or Hotmail. If they wanted lo 
take this mailer to court. the) would ha\'e 10 
sue 1he hackers. They can't pro\'e 1ha1 
Microsoft. Ho1mail didn't do all 1ha1 chey 
could 10 protect 1heir subscribers. This i< 
simply a question of whal is or is not a 
breach of con1rac1," said Warner Lawson. 
professor at the Howard School of Law. 
"No physical harm was rendered. only psy-
chological. And the subscribers would need 
more concrete reasons." 
Since the incident, Hounail has made three 
recelll upgrades 10 its system. It now oflcl", Secu 
rity Socket Layer (SSL), Cookie, and Shared 
Computer sign-in options. SSL is the indus1ry 
\landard in web security. Hotmail use, lhi, to 
encrypt passwords for additional security A 
Cookie is a small 1ext file placed on your hard 
dri\'e by a ,veb p.1ge server and h used 10 wri-
fy your account. The Shared Computer Sign is 
an option that subscribers can access \l>hen 
using n comparer that is also used by olhcl",. It 
erases your pages from lhe browser when you 
log out of the syMem. 
Tora/ compltler prim,·y is 1101 pm-
>iblt-, b111 there nre ways to 
inrrea.st' the stc11riry of imporrnm 
e-mail messaxes. 
• ZipLip.com provides Wei>• 
~ed c mail that nilO\\S 1hc 
u,er 10 scramble and lock a 
message thal only the receiv-
er can unlock ii throu_gh n 
shared password. 
, 
•lonl by Glol>al M.ukct software 
decrypts me"ages when they 
are re~e,,ed and allows 1he 
u,er 10 set a ume period al 
which to shred or delete file, 
• freedom b) Zero-Knowledge 
provides pseudonym, ,,s ,, 
security measure for Wcb-
browsmg and c-mailmti, 
• Anonymizer.com hide, lhe 
source of e-mail through lhe 
u~ of rc•maiJ r-,. 
-Compiled by L.11111 Simmoomls 
Denny's Loses Latest Racial Discrimination Lawsuit 
Chain Must Pay Out $2K to Interracial Group 
BY NlECY CAIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Denny's, the popular rcslaurant chain 
known for its round the clock dining, lost its 
lniest racial discrimination lawsuit and will 
pay out more 1han $2.000 10 a group of ;,ix 
blacks and three whites. 
The ruling came from n U.S. District Court 
judge in Miami-Dade County afler nine cor-
rections officers 1es1ified that a Denny's man• 
ager refused them service and said the inter-
racial group "didn't look right together." 
The nine Miami Florida Correctional 
Facility testified during a non-jury trial that 
an employee told 1hem the restnuran1 was 
"out of food" and that the "oven was broken" 
after 1hey were.seated. Afler the plainliffs 
saw other patrons being served they 
demanded to see a manager. The guards said 
the manager. Carlos Ibarra, 1old them to call 
a toll-free complain! line and !hat lhe restau-
rant was closed. 
Seven of the plaintiffs testified that as 
they were being escorted out by Ibarra they 
heard him say they "didn't look right togelh-
er." Ibarra did not tes1ify. As the plaintiffs 
were standing in the parking lot three His• 
panic women were alleged ly allowed 
entrance into the restaurant and appeared to 
have been served. 
Judge Patricia Sietz found the eatery guilty 
of race-based discriminalion and awarded 
each member of 1he group $300 in com-
pensatory damages. 
"Courts must be vigilan1 to ensure that a 
plaintiff has the ability 10 prove discrimi-
nation even if circumstantially." she said. 
She said none of 1he plain1iffs suffered 
actual or long term injury as a result of the 
incident. In their testimony the plaintiffs said 
their goal was 10 ensure chat Denny's took 
action so 1ha1 othen. would 1101 be tremed as 
they were. 
Denny's dismissed Ibarra because he 
closed nnd locked the restaurant> doors 
before official closing time. which is a vio-
ln1ion of the company policy. 
Denny's said the plaintiffs were 1101 served 
because they became verbally abusive. but 
the court found Denny's explanation insuf-
ficiem. 
The eatery recently paid out thou;,ands of 
dollars 10 seule class action lawsuit;, claim-
ing the chain discrimina1cd on the basis of 
race. 
In order for courts 10 acknowledge dis-
crimination. the plaintiffs must meet these 
four criteria: 
• Show that they are members of a 
protected class. 
• Show that they attempted 10 contract 
services and to afford themselves the 
full benefits and enjoyment of a public 
accommodation. 
• Show that they were denied the right 
to contract for those services. and thus 
were denied the full benefits or enjoy-
ment of a public accommodation. 
•Show thai such services were avail-
able to similarly ,i1ua1cd persons out-
side the pro1ec1cd class who received 
full benefits or enjoyments or were 
treated better. 
In 1993, improvements were made when 
Denny's and the National Association for 
1he Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) signed the Fair Employment Act. 
which provides minorities with greater 
employment and business opportunities. 
Jim Adamson (President and CEO of 
Advantica. pnrcnl company of Denny's) 
recei,-ed the "CEO of1he Year" award from 
Kweisi Mfume, President and CEO of the 
NAACP. At the close of 1998. 97 minority 
franchisees owned 308 Denny's restaurants. 
This represented 38 percent of all Denny's 
franchise reslaurants. African-Americans 
own 126 Denny's restaurants. 
This year. Adviuitica was ranked in sixth 
place on Fortune magazine's list of ''Top 50 
Best Companies for Asians. Blocks and 
Hispanics," However. Denny's restaurams 
continue to remain in the news foi :,lleged 
racisl or discriminruorv ac1s. 
Other discriminatory cases are currently 
pending. A group of 30 students and chap-
erones from Ashburton Elementary-Middle 
School a.re suing a Denny's in Ocoee. Fl. 
According to the suit filed in the U.S. Dis-
trict Court. the waiting period 10 be seated 
and served was so long chat some students 
fell asleep. Drinks in dirly glasses nnd one 
drink tha1 appeared 10 have saliva in it were 
allegedly served to the students. Advantica 
Restaurant's internal inquiry showed no 
signs of such conduct. 
Another case in Ohio was brought 10 1he 
Federal District Court because a patron 
with paraplegia alleged 1hm Denny's vio-
ln1ed Tille Ill of the Americans with Dis-
abi lities Act when it refused 10 remove 
arch itectural barriers 1ha1 blocked his 
wheelchair access 10 its rest rooms. The 
facts were in dispute as 10 whether the 
removal of barriers 10 Denny's rest room 
was readily achievable or not. 
The court found that a re,1Sonable jury 
could conclude th.II the parent corporation 
had the financial resources 10 make 1he 
requested accessibilit)' modifications, and 
further. that on the basis of lad, of evi-
dence. a jury could not conclude 1ha1 the 
reslnur:mt's selling and serving space 
would be signific:mtly reduced by virtue 
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HAPPENINGS AT THE RALPH J. BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CENTER 
THE U.S. FOREIGN SERVICE AS 
A CAREER 
With Diplomat-in-Residence Chnsuan F1i0Itrat 
and HU Students Just Back From Internships at 
U S. Embassi~ Around the World 
Wednesday, September 151h 3:00 pm 
HOWARD ST UDENTS' 
REPORTS ON THEIR SUMMER 
OVERSEAS 
STUDY ANO TRAVEL 
A Special lnfo011a11on Session Sponsored by \he 
Depanment of Modem l.1nsuagcs and 
the Bw1ehe Center 
T ucsday, September 14 3:30-5:00 pm 
Note Location: The Galleoi Lounge 
Blackbu~~ 
THE JAPAN EXCHANGE 
TEACHING (JET) PROGRAM: 
rs rT FOR YOU? 
A Spccial lnfmmation Session with Gretchen Cook-
Anderson. A~ix1ale Director 
and Professor of Japanese 
Thursd.:,.y, September lGth 4:00 pm 
THE ETHNIC DIVIDE 
IN EAST AFRICA AND ITS 
IMPACT ON POLITICAL 
STABILITY 
A "Brown Bag Lunch" Discussion Co-Sponsored 
by !he African Students Association 
Tuesday, S1.-ptcmbcr 21" 12-2 pm 
THE !tOLE OF A DEMOCRATIC 
NIGERIA IN WEST 
AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 
With Special Guest Chief Newton J1bunoh 





Wi1h Special Guest Mr Keith Jennings 
T uesday, September 21ST 4:00 pm 
CHILD SOLDIERS IN SIERRA 
LEONE: 
TELLING TIIE TRUTH DESl'JTE THE 
CONSEQUENCES 
Co-sponsored wuh the Self:Help lmuau~'C 
Wednesday, September 22"6 4:00 pm 
JORDAN AFTER KING 
HUSSEIN: 
NEWS FROM THE HASHEMITE 
KINGDOM 
A "Brown Bag Lunch" Oi!ICuss1C1<1 Co-Sponsored 
by the Mu51im Studenl!i Assoc1ahuo 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 231W 
INTERNSHIP AND CO-OP 
OPPORTUNITIES 




With Commcroc Dl.1)llrtmc:nv!TA Reprcscniall,'CS 
Wednesday, September 2911> 4:00 pm 
PREPARING FOR THE NOV. 6"H 
FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM 
(NOTE: OCTOJlF.R 8"' DE'.ADLJNE TO 
REGI.ITER FOR THE EX.AMI) 
With Chnshan F1 lostrat. D1plomat-111-Re1idcnce 
T hursday, September 30t11 3:00 pm 
Events at the Bunche Center (Unless Otherwise Indicated) 
2218-Gth ST. NW (next to the Power Plant) 
Phone: (202) 806-4363 Fax: (202) 387-6951 
Are You Thinking Globally? 
Barth peace on 
HOWARD STUDENTS' REPORTS 
ON THEIR 
SUMMER OVERSEAS 
STUDY AND TRAVEL 
Organized by 
The Department of Modem Languages & Literatures 
And 
The Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center 
·ruesda). September 14 
3:30 5:00 p.m. 
Blackburn Center 
Gallery Lounge 
Refi·esl11nents lvi/1 be ser\·ed 
The U.S. Foreign 






To Discuss the Foreign 
Service Exam 
Wednc,da~, Scptc,nhcr I S'h 
3:,0fJp111 
Deadline to Sign Up for the l:.xam is OCTOBER 8TH 
Ra lph .J. Bunche c ·cntcr. ~econd Floor 
22 18 Sixth Street, ,, 
806-4363 
The Ralph J: Bunche International Affairs Center 
Will Host an Information Session 
with the 












2218 Sixth Street, NW (Next to Power Plant) 
806-4363 
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WINNING A NEW COMPUT-ER 
CAN SAVE YOU ABOUT $2,000. 
JUST THINK, THAT'S 18,000 
PACKS OF RAMEN NOODLES. 
CNET: COMPUTER-A-DAV S\~IEEPSTAKES 
Getting a college education isn't cheap. So you really can't afford to make a mistake when buying a 
computP.r. The CNET Buying Guide can help you decide what to buy, where to buy it and what to pay for 
it. And to kick off the new school year, we're giving away new computers and other prizes during our 
Computer-A-Day Giveaway Sweepstakes. The Sweepstakes is running from August 11, 1999, through 
September 12, 1999. Enter to win each day. That gives you 33 chances to avoid plunging further into debt. 
The source for computers and technology:· CN ET. com 
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EDITORIALS 
THE HILLTOP 
Founded i11 /924 
The Student ¼Jice of Howard University Since 1924 
Talk Is Good ... Action Is Better 
At Wednesday night's Town Hall new facilities were some of the highlighted meeting students, faculty, adminis- topics of the meeting. These seem to be recur-trators and staff came to Blackburn ring themes at Howard University because none Ballroom to hear President Swygert of the subjects were new and all were asked 
speak on the registration fiasco and other top- about at last year's Town Hall, and the one the 
ics of concern to the Howard .-------------. year before. 
community. Now is the time to get beyond 
The year's first Town Hall meet- Our View Town Hall meetings and 
ing did not differ from any of the progress towards tangible Now is the time to get 1 1 · d others in the past. The few stu- resu ts. t 1s our recommen a-beyond Town Hall meet• dents who did show up had the tion to the administration and 
venue to voice their concerns ings and progress toward the student leadership that after 
and issues. Most students were tangible results. meetings such as these we estab-
angry about the registration dis• ._ _________ __, lish task forces on all the afore-
aster. mentioned subjects so we can get to work solv-
We commend President Swygert and the ing the problems and stop talking about them. 
administration on their openness about the The Town Hall meeting is a great idea in the-
incipient problems in the BANNER system and ory since it gives President Swygert a chance 
the registration process and for the President to hear the concerns of students, and students 
being seemingly sincere in his answers and a chance to hear answers from their adminis-
feedback to the questions which were posed. We tration. However, these meetings arc pointless 
commend the few student soldiers who showed if at the end of the night all we have had are 
up on behalf of the entire student body and friendly '•fireside-chats" and have not gotten any 
voiced the issues of many. Now here we stand real work done. Talk is cheap and too com-
at the end of another Town Hall meeting and the monplace. We need righteous action and a 
question must be asked, where do we go from deliberate agenda to fix up the place. We should 
here? never again find ourselves at this juncture of 
In addition to registration, street privatiza- apathy, excuse and petty blame-passing. Rome 
tion, dorm improvements, campus technology, wasn't built in a day; neither will the be Mecca, 
retention rates, parking, campus crime, and so let's get busy. 
www.UNSECURE.com 
There is no such thing as privacy on the Inter- words, secret codes or encryption software. 
net. However, the whole concept of security mea• 
Thousands of people shop onlinc, send e-mail Sures is undermined as Internet hackers work 
and store personal and medical information on even harder to find ways to get around them, 
computers. Hotmail recently proved to its users then share their information with others. Even 
just how insecure information on the Internet the providers of the most basic e-mail services 
can be when its system suffered a security give information to advertisers. 
breach, for which it is not legally All the while, the rights to pri-
liable. Our View vacy seem to diminish with 
Let the user beware that nothing every keystroke. Proposed leg• 
is secure on the 30-year-old Inter- While navigating the islation would allow law 
net. Anything that i~ s.iid, written, Internet. be aware that enforcement agencies greater 
downloaded. or saved can be mon- your privacy is seriously access to personal files on home 
itored, decoded, traced, or compromised. and office computers. Even the 
retrieved. ._ __________ _. Clinton administration is con-
How many times do hackers have to disrupt e- sidering legislation that would open "back 
mail accounts, swipe passwords and post them doors" to personal computer systems. 
on web sites for others to sec before we realize The "Big Brother" type of government that 
that privacy is a thing of the past? Our depen• George Orwell described in his visionary 1984 
dence on quick, easy information from the in for- may ha\'e arrived. Big Brother will not only be 
mation superhighway does not come without a able to hear phone conversations, but gain infor-
pricc. mation about when you log on to the Internet to 
Think of the last e-mail you sent to a friend how many giga-bytes you use per year. So, how 
being exposed and read, or your college tran- far will citizens allow the government to go? 
scripts, orthe results of your last medical exam. And just how secure will the Internet be in ten 
The idea is frightening but it is a reality. Tuch- years? 
nological advances should never compromise Until those questions can be answered, be 
one's security. careful. Big Brother is tapping in, logging on 
People try their best to regain it with pass- and listening. 
Parking Pressures 
without a space because his or her professor 
Anew Health Sciences Library. needs parking? ln the answer to each of these Numerous renovations throughout lies the problem, and the problem falls on the campus. Rumors of a new athletic University. stadium. All of these plans fail to The planning and design ing of new facil ities 
include one thing so basic but so essential that should also address the inadequacies of exist• 
it has left many a student, professor, and facul- ing ones. Perhaps the University should con-
ty member angered - parking spaces. It is won- sider buying one of the buildings on 8th Street, 
derful that the University has plans r-----------, just a few feet away from the Our View to expand; however, in doing so it Towers, and creating a parking 
should not neglect the problem of garage. The amount of revenue 
parking, which has plagued the If the University plans to that stands to be made is more 
University for decades - since expaod facilities, lhen than enough to create a profit 
well before the last series of ren- adequate parking spaces for the University - because 
ovations took place. should be provided. we all understand that profit is 
Now that the Univers ity has the University's bottom line. 
closed one of its biggest lots, pro- Common sense tells us that if 
fessors who used to park in Annex Lot I are current University parking is insufficient, new 
using parking spots in lots near the Howard plans for expansion should include increased 
Plaza Towers. lessening tJ1c availability of parking, not equal or even less than what is 
spaces for students. Still, who can blame them? avai lable now. The number of cars on the road 
Should a faculty member who lives in Maryland isn't decreasing by any means and it would be 
or Virginia be forced to take public transporta- a shame for the University to lose the enrollment 
tion to work each day when he or she can drive? of students and the services of faculty simply 
By the same token. should a student who is because it can't provide people with a place to 
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The State ef. D. C. 
The Most Racist 
.City in America? 
C HARLES COLE:\IAl'-, J R. 
As a native New Yorker, there is something that is extremely puzzling to 
me about the city of Washington, 
D.C. and its residents. Simply 
put, I can't understand the mind• 
set of a city full of Blacks who 
allow themselves to remain pow-
WUL....£;.-....r cries~ and virtually ensla,cd as 
do residents here in the nation·, capitol. To state my 
opinion plainly and early enough so that the reading 
this perspective: I am a strong supporter of D.C. state• 
hood and believe that the blatant disregard for the city 
and its residents in light of its ethnic demographics is 
pltµnly rJcist and inexcusable. 
The .. forefathers .. of our nation revolted against Eng• 
land because they were subject to English tariffs and 
taxation without representation in Parliament. Unless 
things have changed since I last heard. D.C. residents 
pay a local/city and federal tax on pay checks. Sound 
like taxation? I think so. Elenor Holmes-Norton. the 
"Congresswoman" for the District of Columbia. can 
draft bills. lobby for appropriations. and fight against 
legislation that is potentially dangerous 10 the city of 
D.C .. yet she holds no actual vote. Thus. in the end, 
all the Congresswoman from the Dis1rie1 of Colum-
bia can offer her conslituents is a voice laden with argu-
ments as persuasive as she can make them, combined 
with the hope that another member of Congress pos-
sessing 1he power which she has been denied will see 
her point of view and give her city the vote of support 
that she herself can not put forth. D.C. has no repre-
sentatives in the Senate. and so ultimately. that is what 
its citizens are left with. Is this just or fair representa-
tion? Hardly. All of this in the heart of our nation. This 
is a step shy of a slap in the face of Blacks. 
In all respects. D.C.'residents exist a.s regular citizens 
in our country. Still . they arc stripped of and denied 
the political rights and representaiion that is extend-
ed to residents of other states. D.C.'s ethnic breakdown 
has one of the highest concentration of Blacks than can 
be found in any city throughout the country. But they 
are governed through a "home rule·· system that strips 
them of their power on a national scale and is struc-
tured 10 give its local authority to the ruling minority. 
D.C:s city council is composed primarily of White 
members and is not a true reflection of the city's pop-
ulation. This city council, enraged by the popularity 
of former D.C. Mayor Marion Barry. stripped the 
office of the mayor of all its power until a new offi-
cial - current mayor Anthony Williams- was elect-
ed and placed in office. Irrespective of personal opin-
ions of Marion Barry and the advantages or 
disadvantages of having him as the mayor of D.C .. it 
is completely ludicrous to let a panel of virtually for-
eign Whites and influenced Blacks strip away the 
power of a Black mayor in a virtually all Black city. 
Despite all of this. I see little in the way of anger. rage, 
or even disenchantment on the part of D.C. residents. 
It seems as 1hough they are aware of the condition of 
the city but arc not in 1hc mood 10 care. or even wish 
to move and mobilize townrd change. I question 
whether it is an exhaustion that results from having put 
up sma.11 fight after small fight for statehood and los-
ing, or just being lulled into a sleep of complacency 
and no1 believing that the possibility for change is real. 
TI,e city of D.C. and its residents deserve statehood 
and it docs not reflect well on us as n Black commu-
nity 10 see this going on and allow it to continue. D.C. 
is no1 only the capitol of our nation. but the Choco-
late City is in many ways a cultural center for our peo-
ple. It is undebatable that there is a race factor that con-
tributes to the continuously politically oppressed state 
of D.C., and the irony of this being the capitol of the 
alleged seat of democracy causes me to question how 
true is doctrine of democracy for all Americans? 
Charles Cole111a11 is the Editorial Editor of The Hill-
top. 
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Sexual Harassment: Player-Hating Ph.D.s 
R ANDY SHORT 
For too long, the University has been soft about letting those lacking in social deco-rum. grace and respect for others fester. 
!tis rumored that Howard has settled out-of«>urt 
and Jost enough lawsuits from sexual harassment 
cases to build another main campus and put all 
graduate students on partial scholarship. 
The sexual harassment policy has many prob-
lems. ft nullifies privacy by reserving the right 
to spill folks' beans if the legal department feels 
like it. Doesn't this conflict with attorney-client 
privilege? In a legal case, the identity of a vic-
tim of a sex-related crime is supposed to be 
anonymous. It is doubtful that any self-respect-
ing person would trust such cruel guidelines 
will ftle a complaint - knowing that his or her 
name could be ruined by innuendo and workplace 
gossip. Likewise. the investigation process does 
not provide for the anonymity of co-workers 
who might be willing to be interviewed; this will 
poison the process for those who fear workplace 
retaliation. 
The resolution process for complaints is also 
problematic. Too much authority is given to the 
investigator to determine the veracity of the 
complaint, and too much weight is given to the 
Decisional Authority, and no employee, student, 
or faculty input is mentioned. Unfortunately, 
action, taken by the Decisional Authority can-
not be appealed. Is this justice? 
Wh)' is the procedure for adjudicating sins of 
vice presidents and other executives seemingly 
a hi-five-you-go-boy approach if charged with 
sexual harassment? Will confidentiality of these 
persons' alleged infractions be cast upon the 
waters? Why were these loopholes crafted for the 
people who should be sening the example? It is 
hypocrisy for people who are held to a lower stan-
dard to be trusted to judge those held to a high-
er standard? Last, why should we believe that 
running buddies would expunge one of their 
own over a little maidenhead? Isn't there a glar-
ing conflict of interest for the University EEOC 
director to be the Vice President of Human 
Resources? Can this person so wrapped-up in the 
University's interests be trusted to be totally 
unbiased? 
Under the consensual relationsh ips section, 
anyone with a discerning eye would notice that 
only the faculty was strictly forbidden to engage 
in dating or sexual intercourse with students. 
What about Howard's staff and lusty adminis-
t.rators? The document reads like only faculty 
members have sexual relations with students, and 
this is simply not the case. 
The gist of the consensual clause reads like a 
Puffy Combs lyric, "don't bone those Ph.D.s." 
This is quite interesting that fol.ks without Ph.D.s 
seem to think that it is not kosher for students to 
have sex with instructors, but don't mind if they 
romp with unlettered staff. Maybe they think the 
mediocre should be excused from controlling 
themselves? The drafters must share 1he X-gen-
eration's logic that smart people don't have the 
right to be sexual beings - just dummies. 
Honestly, no double standards should be toler-
ated. These rules should apply to everyone equal-
ly or we should accept the fact that it is a farce. 
Litigation is foreordained when the sexual harass-
ment policy winks at staff involvement with stu-
denl~, but takes off the gloves for those who have 
Ph.D.s. 




DAi\lON \ VATERS 
All 
Acouplc of weeks ago I just happened to wake up to the Les Brown Morning 
Show on MAJIC 102.3. This par-
ticular morning I heard something 
quite discouraging. Coming the day 
after a report out of Prince George's 
County, Md .. about a 17-year-old 
who was knowingly passing the 
HIV virus to unsuspecting individuals. the members 
of this p,articular radio morning show commenced an 
ugly episode that was both alarming and enraging. 
As some might remember, there were reports out of 
several states, New York. North Carolina. Texas, Flori-
da and others, about prosecutors attempting to crimi-
nally charge persons who purposefully transmit the 
HIV virus to others. The hosts discussed the likelihood 
that the perpetrators would be convicted of attempted 
manslaughter or attempted murder. 1 applaud those 
efforts and agree that persons who with malicious 
intent tra11smit the virus that causes AIDS should be 
subject to criminal prosecution. However. we differed 
on a point that they raised and, surprisingly, many 
callers agreed with. 
Maybe society should begin tagging or branding 
persons with HIV so that we can protect ourselves. Like 
migratory birds or cattle, people with HIV should be 
forced to wear some symbol embedded in their skin, 
some sort of marking that would warn the general pub-
lic to avoid dangerous contact with them. The hosts all 
agreed with the idea and began a period of utter dis-
appointment for myself and as\uredly other listeners. 
Like slaves during the pre-emancipation era or Jews 
during Hitler's reign or other groups made to differ-
entiate themselves because of a socially defined and 
perceived threat that these persons represented, persons 
infected with HIV would be singled out as potential 
lepers. All this in the name of the puhhc good. 
But I question any effort in the name of the public 
good that singles out individuals who are infected with 
a debilitating disease. I question. as others have, who 
is being protected when such extreme measures arc 
taken? Who was protected when slaves were branded 
with the symbol of their slave master's plantation or 
when Jews were branded since they were in many cases 
undetectable from other Eastern Europeans? The ·'pub-
lic good,'' like the typically naked phrase "they," has 
no discernible reference group which an applicable pol-
icy or practice 1s meant to influence in some wav. 
This modern da)· "Scarlet Letter" would do noihing 
to prevent or slow the spread of this tragic scourge on 
the human family. It would, however. further stigma-
tize and legitimize discrimination against persons with 
HIV or AIDS. It was unnerving to hear paid radio per-
sonalities speak of such a despicable practice. but it was 
more disturbing to hear the overwhelming support for 
this proposal. Person after pe11,on, observably young, 
under-educated males. ranted and raved about how peo-
ple with HIV should be marked and tagged and tat-
tooed or sigmfied with some other form of definer. 
Rather than claiming their own responsibility in the 
spread of the disca,e, less than protecti, e people place 
blame on .. ,hem" and .. those JX-'Ople." In the tradition 
of the modern day liberal motif of blame and fault, per-
son after person attempted to minimitc the impo11ance 
of personal responsibility in the protection of oneself 
from this disease. As if HIV is transmitted by uncon-
trollable means and thrust upon un" illing partici-
pants. 
To think that a person of Les Brown's creden:ials 
would not only agree with. but also recommend such 
a ludicrous proposal i\ disheartening. People arc 
responsible for the choices they make m their lives. Par-
ticipating in acts that may lead to HIV infection is a 
choice that most individuals make. One cannot limit 
his or her own part in his or her possible infection by 
stan1ping each person who is currently infected. 
Da111011 \\fiters is a colw1111ist far The flil/10p a11d i11 the 
Groduate School of Arts 11ml Sciences. 
Recent Million Youth March Not a Failure By Far 
For the second consecutive Labor Day week-end, Dr. Khalid Muhammad, former Nation of Islam minister and present leader of the 
New Black Panther Party, organized a Million Youth 
March in Harlem, N. Y. Although the march failed 
to live up to its name, it still succeeded in less tan-
gible ways. There were no incidences of violence. 
The police and march participants were on their best 
behavior. Most significantly, the audience was treat-
ed to a series of riveting, inspiring messages, capped 
off with Dr. Muhammad's fiery keynote address. It 
was a wake-up call for the slumbering and a call to 
arms for the alert. 
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the pro-estab-
lishment New York Daily News attempted to dimin-
ish and belittle this positive event in its Sunday edi-
tion with a headline reading, "Khalid's Harlem 
Rally A Big Bust." lf success or failure was deter-
mined simply by raw numbers, then perhaps the edi-
tors had an argument. If judged by the substance of 
the messages delivered and the effects they had on 
the people, the march was an overwhelming success. 
Themes of Black power, Black liberation, Black 
self-determination, Black love and Black unity res-
onated through the loudspeakers. filling many with 
m~ch appreciated positivity. I left the gathering 
w11h a refreshed sense of purpose and commitment 
BY PRESTON B. DENSON 
to the Black freedom struggle. My only regret was 
that there were no other Howard students with 
which to share the experience. I think this was 
more the result of the limited publicity and promo-
tion the march received and less the resu lt of stu-
dent indiffer-
whip as it slashed the backs of African captives. lltis 
term aptly describes present day Wltites who con-
tinue to whip the African people of the West with 
their racist legislation, poli-tricks, and polirt> hru-
tality, among other human offenses. Certainly Giu-
liani has done 
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Although the march failed to live up to its name 
it still succeeded in less tangible ways. There wer~ 
no incidences of violence. The police and march 
participants were on their best behavior. Most sig-
nificantly, the audience was treated to a series of 
riveting, inspiring messages, capped off with Dr. 
Muhammad's fiery keynote address. It was a 
wake-up call for the slumbering and a call to 
arms for the alert. 
He also said 
the story of the 
Israelites of 
the Bible par-
allels the story 
of the Africans 
in the Western 
Hemisphere 
more than any 
other people in 
the world. Dr. 
Muhammad 
made a very 
valid point on 
this issue. 
dence supporting the term ·s validity. He said, in slav-
ery days, the word "cracker" referred to the one who 
whipped the slaves and the sound made by the 
. Consequently, 
he !s labeled anti-Semitic. He is accused of being 
racist. How can words be racist? Racism exists 
exclusively within a power structure. To be racist. 
Dr. Muhammad would have to bar White kids from 
going to college. or receiving a job. or eating in cer-
tain restaurants. Speaking truth certainly does not 
qualify one as being racist. How can a rrofcssed 
Muslim be anti-Semitic? Arabs arc Semites, too. 
Despite the way the media distorted the facts con-
cerning the march by underreporting the number of 
participants; despite the negative portrayal of Khalid 
Muhanunad, a legitimate and progressive African-
American leader; despite the attempts by so-called 
African-American leaders to underntine the march, 
it went off extremely well. 
Those of us fortunate enough to be in attendance 
were pleased with what we saw and heard. I refuse 
to get upset with the way the media covered the 
march. They were simply playing their part. As a 
revolutionary I have a part to play as well. It is my 
responsibility to seek truth, speak truth and alert 
ones of the very real conspiracy constructed by some 
eli te, astute occultists who want to control the 
thoughts and minds of the American public and 
eventually the world. l take this responsibility even 
at the expense of my job, my reputation, or my life. 
The cause is greater than the risk. 
Preston 8. Denson is a senior history major. 
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• :.opy .. no ,.. p,or,,m'cJH IO 'IO RlOYviO AOG D GTl.. . ~... t.: h; .. nut.a n eq"""" PO DcDil -......18 
M..,._ PWl.n • .A,oe..,N ~ 221 I 
TEXTBOOKS ONllNE. SAVE U P I O 4 0% FREE DEI.IVERYI* 
IME PROMISE NOT TO R IP YOU OFF ... (as•■c■ J. 
<> ,,,,,, , , , , , ,a tiile,1;1 ■ e> 
~Ot,,1r friev\ds ond +~e. qreo+ +os+e. 
of Coco-CoRo cRossic1 
+wo +~h-tqs vtOt,,1 con oRwovts cOt,,10.+ ovt. 
- --Come to Howard Book Store to get a 12 pack of 
Coca-Cola® classic and a Memo Board for only $2.99*. 
*While supplies last. 




Tm, Bison fll-OC-Off again.st Hampton In the battle 
of the "Real HUs." 
From Duke To ~ 
Different World' 
An Exchange Student's 
Point-of-view 
By L ISA H EI.F,M 







' Howard University the i Mecca, the Hilltop, the diasporic cornucopia that is this institution is for a j 
single semeMer. my home. i 
"How do you like Howard?" ; 
This is the first question that anyone j 
asks me upon learning thnt l am an i 
e.<change student here. The question is j 
not how do I like it, bu1 why do I love ] 
it? The answer is comple.\. You see, j 
Howard has in two weeks become for ! 
me what Duke in four years could i 
never be. an in,titu1ion that functions · 
like an extended family. This is a.n 
institution that genuinely cares about ! 
and has a srnke in whether its students j 
are successful. As the ancient African j 
proverb states, "We stand on theshoul- j 
ders of our ancestors." Howard's stu- i 
dents stand on the legacy ofleadership t 
particular to Howard. j 
To illustrate why I love this school, t 
I have to compare my experience in the 1 
two years at Duke versus the two weeks t 
I have been here. i 
The ftrst thing that l was struck by [ 
here is that students speak to one i 
another. Yes, this might sound corny. j 
but that happens to be an important ( 
part of one's everyday life as a student. j 
It's nice to ha,'C folks acknowledge ! 
that you exist. And you might not · 
believe this. but at Duke, folk will look . 
you dead in your face and not speak, i 
or at moM give you the "head nod." It ! 
is really a cold atmosphere (even in the i 
heat of North Carolina) when brothers i 
and sister,; don't acknowledge each ! 
other's presence. Who do you look to i 
then? j 
"The very fact Iha/ stude11ts are ! 
so involved in the goi11gs 011 of \ 
campus is what makes for this i 
Mecca experie11ce. If s111de,11s 
are 1101 apathetic about their . 
i11slih1lio11, they support ii .. " ! 
; 
Another welcomed change at j 
Howard was the social dynamics. You i 
always see people here hanging out on ! 
the quad, talking, laughing, doing i 
whatever. 'Ibey find the time to social- ! 
ize and be serious about their studies. i 
Several students at Duke are so frus- i 
trated with compctition or ju,i surviv-
ing as a black student, they aren't able 
to take time and /i.-e. A, a re:,ult, these i 
people pretty much go into hiding, or ! 
as we say, become i11cognegro .. But in i 
doing this, they miss out on what col- i 
lege is supposed to be about. Howard i 
students can balance and are better for i 
it in the long run. t 
The \'Cry fact that students are so i 
in,'Olved in the goings on of campus is [ 
what makes for thi, Mecca experience. i 
If student, are not apathetic about their t 
institution. they support it ; 
Which is what lead, me to the next t 
thing. Alumni actually come back and i 
are excited about Howard here. At i 
Duke, black alumni don't generally j 
come back to functions and if they do, [ 
they come back bitrer! After all. this is j 
a school that has invested ,"Cry little in f 
the recruitment and retention of their j 
black students. Once these student, j 
are enrolled, it is very much a "sink or 1 
swim" strategy. There ,ll'C very little i 
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By KEENAN SUARES 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Lisa Leslie: L.A.'s Rising Star 
hen Lisa Leslie fir.t played basketball m the age of 12, she had a 
simple rule."If I fall, I quit,'' she said.She meant it 100."I was so 
tall and our team played outside on concrete," said Leslie. "So I 
told my coach if I fall down that I was going to quit. Luckily I didn't 
fall because our team went 7-0." 
Now, Leslie, 26, a 6 foot 5 I 70 pound center for the Los Angeles Sparks of the 
Women's National Basketball As:soc,ation (WNBA), laughs at her past phobia. She 
uses her phobia as n motivntion tool to cause havoc on the hardwood floor. 
Leslie started playing basketball during the seventh grade and already 6 feet tall. 
She was a playground legend - honing her game and challenging herself to be 
t0ugher than her opponents. Leslie first played on an all boys team where she 
had to steal the ball away from the players in order to get a chance to shoot. After 
making several shots, Leslie didn't have to pro,·e herself any longer. 
"I set my ow11 record ofscori11g 101 points in a hat/' 
and being well k11ow11 ... fl 's also sel i11 the G11i1111ess 
book of »vrld Records. I think if I had broken 
Cheryl [,'l'fifler's] record (scoring 105 points i11 a sin-
gle game) if wo11/dj11st have been that I'd broken it 
a11d that's il but I think it's more memorable because 
I set a record of my ow11 ... " 
Perfecting her dunking techniques since high school, she captured the atten-
tion of many sports analysts who compared her to Cheryl Miller, who was the 
first player to elevate the women's gan1e with her superior leaping ability and 
who once scored I 05 points in a iame. 
Leslie, who scored IO I points in one half of a basketball game at Morn-
ingside High School in Inglewood. Calif .. wasn't disappointed when :,he 
did not surpass Miller-s record. 
" I think it's a great accomplishment for me because J ,et my own record 
of scoring IOI points in a half and being well known," she said. "It's also 
set in the Guinness book of World Records. I th.ink if I had broken 
Cheryl's record it would just been 1hnt I'd broken it and that's it but I 
think it's more memorable because I set a record of my own ... lt's obvi-
ous it was only half-time and I had 101 points that I would have bro-
WNBA.n>m 
LI~ l.,e<,.llt I\ R "'oman ormn~ tal~nb: bn\kttl);]II plnyer, gold medalist. model and o.,pir-
i.ng nct~ss. This mnkH l...e!,lie l •. .A:~ rhing star. 
ken her record as well lasJWih Chamberlain's." 
Recruited by the Univen,ity of Southern California in 1990, Leslie 
led the team to a Pac- IO Championship and several appearances in 
the NCAA tournament. 
Le,lie, who twice led the Pac-IO Conference in blocked shots, was 
named National Woman's Player of the Year in 1994. 
Putting basketball aside. Leslie has put another passion into real-
ity: modeling. With n photo spread in \bg11e. a contract with Wil-
hemina Models and modeling designs by Armani and Tommy Hili-
figer, Leslie is headed for stardom. 
"I've been modeling ,ince I was IO years old," Leslie confesses. "To 
be a professional model. I decided about early January 1996 as some-
thing that I wanted to do. Wilhemina was interested in me as I was in 
them. So I signed that contract in the following month of July I." 
"It was a great accomplishment to not been officially a model and to get 
in \f>g11e. !Being I in Vogue put me on a different level. I was just happy to 
ba,'C accomplished some-
thing so prestigious:· 
Fashion has been in Leslie's 
blood since her pre-dribbling 
days. Her mother named her after 
the I 970s model Li,a Ryall. who also 
was with Wilhemina 
Fa,wi1e designers for Leslie include Nicole 
Miller. Calvin Klein and Ralph Lauren. 
Facing obstacles on and off the basketball coun 
1s nothing new to Leslie. When she was young, she r~,.., 
did not have a role model. Her father died when 
Leslie was nine years old and her mother. Christine 
Leslie, was a long distance trucl.. driver. 
'There were many sad times," said Leslie. I remem-
ber crying for hours. My mom would come home 
maybe a week out of every month. Whenever she could 
get a load coming to Los Angeles I would see her. They 
use to call me her shadow because every "here sbe 
moved. 1 moved. The hardest part was the day she had 
to leave. I mean, she tore my heart out every single 
time she had to leave. I would just cry fore,'Cr and sbe 
would drh'C off." 
With the debut of the WNBA in 1997. Leslie was • , . • • WNBAcom 
selected by her hometown of the Lo, Angeles Lisa l.csll• lftk<S on Ne.- \ork l..1btr1i > Rebttta Lobo. 
Sparks. Last season. she led the WNBA in several 
categories: ranked first in rebounds per game 10.2. ranked second in blocks per game 2. 14 and ranked 
third in pointS per game 19.6. 
Leslie recognizes that in order to win a WNBA championship you will have 10 continue to improve 
your game. 
''I'm always sharpening up the mo,es that I had and continually to opcn my game because I don't 
just want to be known a., a great center. 1 can ~hoot the three, I could drive, hnndlc the b.111, play defense, 
I can guard a guard on the perimeter. I could guard a post player. 11 want I to be known as one of the 
most ,'Crsatile players ever to play the game," 
The Cali native, who had a stellar career at the Unive"'ity of Southern California, believes women's 
basketball is finally being recognized more d1an e,u because of the formation of the U.S. National 
team and the WNBA. 
" I think !joining I the Olympic team and winning the gold medal in the U.S. wn, something that changed 
lthc g~mel o~ women's basketball in helping us to i:et to the ne.\t level probably profes,ionally in the U.S.A." 
Les he considers herself a role model for both kids and women b..-cause what she does is positive. "I [send] 
a message of serenity. intelligence, and I ju>t [want I kids to know that you can be -irong and aggressive 
and go out there and play with the boys but you don't have to act like the boys. For women. I think I send 
a sense of achievement and accomplishment and 10 show th:11 I wear my lip Mick and my finger nail pol-
1'h. Yet I get the J0b done. So I think then :11<.o to become a model and also an actress. I think it show,. 
that you don't have to choose one things as your main goal. You can be diverse and multi-talented" 
students. As a result, alums feel that ; 
since the school has given very little to ' 
them. they have very little to give back i 
to it. And so, the effect is cyclical and i 
has continued from every black grad- i 
uating class since our debut at Duke in i 
'63. ! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• • •• •• • 
Music Mogul Comes Back To HU, Kicks Off Tour Another entity that endears me to i 
Howard is the dh'Crsity within the pop- i 
ulation of black students. When I fiN [ ...,_,.......,_..., Islam staned promoting concerts and panics on a wider scale using 
\'Cnues like the O.C. Armory and an old skating rink by Meridian Dor-
mitory that held around 5,000 people. Islam would make around 
$2,000 a given night promoting panics. "It wa., a lot of money quick• 
ly withom working II long time," Islam said. 
told people that I was leaving Duke to ; 
spend a semeMer at Howard. some j 
were like, "why do I want to go to a ; 
school with only black people?" My ( 
answer, was, "why not?" And, once l j 
arrived here, I encountered a diversity ! 
of black people such that l'veneverhad j 
the opportunity to see in my life. Black i 
!>C9P.1.~ .. l!~r~ ... ~!lmP.9~~-.. mnnY ... ,.Q12rs. i 
practice many religions. speak many i 
dia.lects, but yet hold up the banner of ! 
the African American experience as a i 
common bond. And this experience I 
has caused me to reflect, as I'm sure it i 
has for other Ho\\oard students, on the i 
greatness of our culture. And, I feel so i 
proud, for although Howard is truly a i 
different world from Duke, at last I can ! 
finally say, that I've come home. 
A. IIBQ(t Jslnm. 
By JOIIN•JOIIN Wtt.t.tMIS IV 
'Tompo Editor 
Do you remember the days when Biggie, Rc!<lman, Method Man and A Tribe Called Quest rocked the mic at Howard parties and concerts? Haqq does. Do you remember the days 
when Ananda, "Puffy" and Derrick Angeletti walked the yard, ate in 
the punch out and lived in dorms like the rest of us? Haqq does. 
A. Haqq Islam. or "Haqq" for short, is the founder, CEO and Pres-
ident of University Music Entertainment is one of the most success-
ful mu~ie moguls that you probably have not beard much about. With 
much attention given the Sean "Puffy" Combs. Islam has taken a back 
seat when it comes to giving credit where credit is due. 
.. .,~,_,_, It was Islam that brought acts like Biggie, Redman, Method Man 
nnd A Tribe Called Quest to Howard during the early 90s. It was Islam 
who made Howard's Homecon11ng concerLs legendary. And it wa.s 
Islam that l,1unche<l the c;U"Cers of artists like Mya, Dru Hill, Pure Soul 
and Terry Dexter. 
It's hard to imagine that all this came from a man tl;at came to 
Howard as a political science major with a serious love of books. A 
,..._..., ____ ll_n_h_c_r<_i,-y-M_u_.<ic seek~r of knowledge, Is_Iam points to academia as his reason for get-
ling mto the mu>1c busmess. As a matter of fact, a missed scholar-
sl1ip for law school thrusted him into the business. 
"I didn't have money and I wanted to go to law school," lslan1 said. 
Howard became Islam's honeypot. His first major act, Pure Soul, 
were Howard students. After staning a class on campus called the 
Business of Music, Islam was introduced to and later signed Dru Hill 
at the age of 15. 
"Howard gave men frame work,'' Islam said. "It prepared me to deal 
with life," he added. 
For Islam it was only fitting to kick-off his Historically Black Col• 
lege Tour with two events at Howard University. The first. happened 
yesterday, when a panel discussion featuring top e~ecuti,'CS in the black 
music industry wa.s held in Cramton Auditorium. Tonight the activ-
ities will cease with a hip-hop fashion show/ concert. The event will 
be hosted hy New York's Hot 97 Stcph Luvn, UME's Mya and Sisqo. 
OJ Clue will provide the music, and clothing lines including: Prada 
Gucci, Levis, Armani, Se.1n John. Tommy Hilfiger. Fubu, Nike and 
Dolce and Gabbana, will be featured. 
All proceeds generated will be donated to die Howard's academic 
fund. 
"My experiences while at Howa.rd are what gave me the inspiration 
to pursue a career in the music industry. This is my way of giving 




EPl\ID: Holding Down the Grune 
By K•;n :!I< Co·no, 
























As fake rappers drop album after album, 1 making millions with t~eir sm_dio skills, [ EPMD return, to recla,m the,r hold on 1 
rap wi1h true lyrical ,kill< on their sixth album. 0111 i 
of Business. i 
Once again. EPM D ha, dropped another gem. 1 
With Eric Sermon and Parrish Smith dropping 1he 1 
rhymes and DJ Scm1ch laying 1he lyrics, Out of i 
Business is a sure hil from beginning to end. l 
EPM D gets lis1ener.; bobbing their heads from the i 
door on the '"Intro.'" which contains a sample from 1 
the theme of Rod.,·. This h just letting fans know i 
the champions have re-entered the ring of the rap 1 
game. ""Pioneers·• is a 1mck demanding those now i 
in the rap game pay homage to those who helped 1 
take rap to the next level. i 
Everybody has heard the first single. "Sym- 1 
phony 2000." which features Redman. Method i 
Man and Lady Luck. Although this track is blaz- 1 
ing. ··Symphony." featuring Mop is just a, hot, if i 
not honer. Mop have an unpolished. yet hard-core ! 
,1yle. while our 1ricd anti 1rue ve1erans, Redman i 
and Method Man. shll come 0£ftigh1. You can tell ' 
they are comfortable with their guest spot on the \ 
track. ! 
Busm Rhymes even lays down his vocals on the \ 
track. ""Rap is Still Ouua Control." This track def- ! 
initely has potential. but would have been honer if \ 
Busta could have done more on the 1rack than just ! 
the chorus. i 
Ano1her guest appearance is offered by 8 Off i 
Agall ah and 215 on the 1rack ""U Got Shot." This i 
track is tight n(>I just because of 1he rhymes, but ! 
the way the rhyme, are dropped over 0.D.B.'s (or / 
O,iris or Baby Jesus. wha1ever his name is today} 1 
"Brooklyn Zoo" and "Shimmy Shimmy Ya." \ 
01hcr blazing tracks include "Right Now." ""'The i 
Funk" and "Jane 6;' which contains a sample of i 
Rick James· classic. "Mary Jane." i 
The only problem I can see with 0111 of Business i 
is that 1hc songs arc not long enough. Most of the i 
songs do not exceed three minu1es and 30 seconds. ! 
Once you really s1ar1 feeling a 1rack. ii has moved 1 
on to the nex1 one. i 
Thi, takes nothing away from the quality of the i 
album. Porthose tired of dancing. fashion model i 
type rappers. EPMD"s Ow of Busirress will make i 
you re-evaluate your definition of whal a rapper ! 
should be and the level of talent they should main- · 
min througho111 t!1eir careers. 
Memphis Bicek i.. ... 
By Turi Mason 
Hilltop Staff Writfr 
Grade:B 
This year's Roe-A-Fella rclea.-;e of Memphis Bleek's Co111i11~ of Age shows 1he MC has skills that exceeds verse-long appearances 
on other artists' albums. 
Unexpec1edly. Jay Z only makes one appearance 
on 1he album. It is obvious that these cats J..-now that 
no one wants to hear a Jay Z album with Memphis 
Bleek's name on it. 
However. keeping with the current trend in music. 
seven out of the 12 songs on the album have fea-
tured artisls. Artists such as JA Rule. Norcaga, and 
Beanie Sigel to name a few make appearances on 
Coming of 1\ge. 
"Who\ Sleeping," the first single of the album, 
is nice. The heals. 11\e sample from Marvin Gaye's 
"If This World Were Mine:· and the lyrics makes 
1he song nice. The beat is kind of upbeat and the 
sample is hardly 1101iceable (unlike the samples 
used by Puffy.} When you first read the title fortbe 
song. "Memphis Bleck is ... " you'll automatically 
assume the song is going to be similar to "Nas Is 
Like." It is not. TI1e ,;ong, produced by Swiu Bcati 
in 1he fashion of all Swiu Beatz productions, 
makes you want to dance. bounce, or just nod. 
TI,e biggest surprise on the album was Beanie 
Sigel saying. "Crunk." In 1he song. "My Hood to 
Your Hood." the duo of Bicek and Sigel rap about 
their deeds in various locations as well as the 
endeavors of 1hc cities' natives. 
Many of the songs don't sound like they are 
from the heart. Most of the songs seem like they 
are auempts at going along with the recen1 trend 
in East Coast hip hop. "Regular Cat," is sincere. 
Bicek delivers it as if it really took time and effort 
to wrile. He talks about a friend who died over a 
game of dice. Bicek delivers lyrics with power and 
confidence like he's been mpping for years. He 
proves himself nol jusl Jay z·s newest project but 
a real MC ready lo take the mic and rock ii. The 
album is similar to all hip hop :~bums - down to 
1he appearances of the Mafia in the in1roductions 
and interludes. (Everybody wams 10 be John Gotli.} 
11 is also reminiscent of Jay Z. Maybe 1hat is why 
he doesn't make many appearances. Overall the 
album is 1igh1. All of you E.1st Coast hip hop fans. 
this is an album worth making the 1rip to the near-
est record store. 
-... ~·\.• 
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What's Up With DVDs? 
Digital Video Disc Systems is the Next 
Revolution in Consumer Electronics 
By J ENNIFER R. DYSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Have you heard the hype? The Digital Video Disc (DVD) system is the next revolution in consumer electronics. DVD players will change every aspect of your life - the way you live, work, and play. 
So what exactly is a DVD system? In short. the DVD is 
to the VHS tape whal the audio CD was to the infamous 
record. 
The DVD aims to incorporate home entertainmen1. com-
pulers and business information with a single format. even-
tually replacing audio CD, video1apes, laser discs, CD-
ROM, etc. 
DVD players and discs have just recently been introduced 
on the consumer market and are 001 widely used yet. But 
don't sleep on it. A lot of college students are making the 
investment for 1he fumre. They're replacing 1he old school 
VCR for 1he newest video 1echnology. And if students 
don't have a DVD system, most know someone who does. 
Photo By Tro y Tiuel 
DVDs are the latest craze in home entertainment. It has even fou.nd its way to dorm rooms across the country. 
What features do 1he DVD-Video systems have? The best 
feature is it is durable and won't show wear from playing. 
Most pl ayers provide over two hours of high-quality digi-
tal video, support for widescreen movies. up to 8 tracks of 
digital audio for dubbing in multiple languages and multi-
ple camera angles. 
Joe Hawthorne, a junior 1elecommunications management 
majot. says that in the DVD version of a movie, it's easier 
to skip through scenes. 
'1'here's a menu at the beginning like a video game," he 
said. 
Hawthorne is familiar with the system because his old 
roommate has a DVD system, and thinks it is a good 
investment. 
Special Features 
Systems include menus and simple interactive features for 
games and quizzes. 01her impressive features include sub-
tilles in up to 32 languages. "instant" rewind and fast-for-
ward. 
" You never have to rewind. The DVD video does it for you. 
You can choose from the menu where to restart a movie," 
said Thecla Dantes. a sophomore film major from Savan-
nah. Ga .. who has watched movies with a friend who owns 
a system. 
Many people agree that a DVD system is a good ven1ure. 
Shayna Hickson. for example. has been having problems 
with her VCR and thinks the DVD sys1em ,vould be a smart 
investment. The second-year marketing major from Rhode 
Island doesn't 1hink the price is too much. considering the 
quality she'd receive. 
Cost 
So how much does the systems cost? Well, actually you 
can get one for as low as $200 at discounl retailers. But if 
you're looking for good quality. the price could be $1000 
and more. 
Some students want to one day purchase a DVD system 
but say the price is just too steep. Elizabeth Phifer. a sopho-
more legal communications major from New York. say, "It's 
100 cxpen1ive and I don't even have a VCR 1" Her friend 
Siobhan Boyd, who is also a sophomore legal communi-
cations major. seems to agree. "A DVD system is way too 
expensive for me to have sitting up in my college dorm 
room. Maybe when I have my own place, I'll buy one but 
it's jus1 no1 a practical investment for me right now." 
Hitting up on 1he fear of leaving a DVD system in the "pro-
tection" of a dorm room. one female studen1 refused 10 give 
her name because she doesn't want anyone to know that she 
owns one. Her reluctance evolved from the fear of her sys-
tem being Molen. She said that "everyone thinks the sys-
tem is so grea1 and in some ways i1 is. but the exci1emen1 
is minimum. I guess the movie-makers try 10 give you incen-
tives to buy DVD movies. so 1hey include dele1ed scenes 
that didn't make it to the final cu1:· She also said 1he cost 
of DVD movies seems to be only SIO more that VHS tapes. 
so it\ not breaking her financially. ··11 is a cool thing to buy 
but it's nol something you jus1 have 10 have:· 
...................................... ~ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,_,,, .......................................................... ·•·······••«• .•. 
Cyber Shopping:101 Local merchants like Kevin Coleman. manager of Willie's music on Georgia Avenue sees cyber 
shopping in a differenl perspective. 
Web site of the week 
By KIA BAKER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Af1er years of waiting in Jong Jines. deal-ing with rude employees and fighting for the last item on the shelf, consumers 
"It lakes away from merchants to a degree," he 
said. 
He later added. "Retail should never neglect the 
Internet as a resource for income. It offers a wide 
array of marketing strategies that might not hap-





have had enough. Cyber shopping hos it\ advamages. but for , 1u-
dents like Edith Rickett. things like the browsing 
experience and security issues were reasons to 
keep her off the nel and in the mall. 
Talk abc>ut gross. This site is sure 10 turn your 
They want a stress-free alternative that is 
quick. easy and can be done in the privacy of 
their own homes. 
Hello Internet! Cyber shopping has 1aken mul-
timedia technology by storm. In the stroke of a fin-
ger. you can order virtually anything. So thjs 
must be the solution to all problems. or is it? 
''There is absolutely nothing appealing about 
Cyber shopping 10 me. the junior psychology 
major said. ··1 enjoy going to the mall and hav-
ing interac1ions with people. Safety of onl ine 
shopping is also a big deal to me too. It's jus1 not 
1ha1 safe.'' 
stomach. From autopsies of 2Pac to gun Cr mt 
scene photos of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald 
Goldman, this site is for the nosy, demented, but 
not the light-hearted. 
For senior history major Kalista Langley -Hugh-
es, cyber shopping is nothing new. 
JFK, Marilyn Monroe, Selena and Kurt Cobain 
are just a few of the celebrities that are on the 
autopsy site. Some of them are truly gruesome. 
"My ftrsl online shopping experience was when 
I purchased nowers for my mother on her binhday. 
I was hooked from then on because ii was so easy 
and hassel-free." the senior history major said. 
According to Ryan Long. a district financial advi-
sor at Riggs National Bank. Ricketts fears are valid. 
There are special sections dedicated to ugly 
babies, elephantiasis and celebrity mugshots. This 
site is a definite must see ... or maybe not see'! 
Time and professionalism was also an issue for 
Langley-Hughes. 
.. I simply don't have the lime to be bothered with 
rude sales associa1es. long lines and ruthless cus-
tomers," she said. 
Langley -Hughes and 01her students opting to 
purchase i1ems online has merchants dealing with 
cyber shopping as a primary competitor. 
"It's not always safe to put your credit card num-
ber on an unsecured Web site or any Web sile for 
that mauer," Long said. "I have many customers 
who rm assisting now who made Online pur-
chases to rebuild 1heir financial siatus af1er plac-
ing credit card numbers on unsecured Web si1es. 
I have one customer whose family w.is wiped out 
financially because their teenaged son purchased 
a T-shin that he could have gotten at the local mall. 
Now the family is in financial ruin.'' 
*The most requested Mary J. Blige 
song from last week was "Real Love." 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................... ......................... --... ••·•• ..... T ..... _,.,,............................. ... ... . ................ ., 
Dream cast Takes Video Games To Next Level 
A Whole New Level to 
Home Video Gaming 
as We Know It 
By STEVEN J ONES 
Hilltop Staff Wriler 
It started with sys1ems like Atari, Nin-tendo and Sega. Games like Donkey Koag, Pac Mo.n and Super Mario 
Brothers ruled the land. It has resulted in 
human-like graphics, powerful memory, 
delailed pixels and in1eraction with fellow 
players who lives down the strecl or across 
1.heocean. 
Yesterday, the next generation of video 
game consoles officially began with the 
launch of Scga's highly anticipated super 
console the Dreamcast. 
Armed with a 128 Bit graphics engine, a 
56K modem and 64 simultaneous channels 
of 3-D stereo sUJTOUnd sound, the Drcamcast 
is the most advunced home console to date. 
In fact, 1he Dreamcast outperforms all 
current arcade boards and many advanced 
personal computers. That translates into 
realistic looking graphics never before capa-
ble on a home machine. 
Sega claims that the Dreamcast is IO t.imes 
more powerful than the Playstation or Nin-
tendo 64 because of how many polygons the 
Dreamcast is capable of producing in com-
parison. A polygon is a three dimensional 
shape that game designers use to create 3D 
environments because it can be viewed 
from all sides. The more polygons a system 
is capable of producing the better the game 
will look. The N64 is capable of 100,000 
polygons, 1he Playstation is capable of 
360,000 polygons and the Dreamcast is 
capable of producing 3.5 to 4 million poly-
gons per second. 
Coupled with an 128-bil 3D graphics 
processor, 1he Dreamcast can put more 
polygons on the screen at once which allows 
it to produce graphics superior 10 any game 
machine currenlly on the market. 
One of the most innovative fea1ures of the 
Dreamcast is ils ,ersion of a memory card 
entitled the visual memory uni1 . A memo-
ry card is a small device that plugs into the 
game system tha1 allows gamers to save 
their progress during lhe game. However. the 
Dreamcast version of the memory card will 
not only allow players to no1 only save their 
games but input secret plays or codes during 
play 10 beat their opponents. The VMU also 
allows gamers 10 trade information by con• 
necting two units together. In the future Scga 
will be releasing arcade machines that allow 
gamers to take the information they saved at 
home with the VMU and use it against play-
ers in the arcade. 
Many gamers wince at the mention of the 
Sega brand name because of its history of 
video game system failures namely the Sat-
urn, 32X, Sega CD, CDX. and the Game 
Gear. However, Sega is well aware of their 
mistakes with their previous systems and are 
determined to make lhe Dreamcast a success. 
The Dreamcast has been on the drawing 
board for approximately five years while 
Nintendo and then newcomer Sony banled 
it out for video game supremacy. From day 
one, Sega intended the Drcamcast 10 be the 
ultimate in gaming and designed their 
machine from the ground up. Sega recent-
ly announced an alliance with telecommu-
nications giant /u &T to provide online 
gaming and Net surfing with lheir Dream-
cast. Sega wants 
gamers 10 be able to 
play against neigh-
bors across the s1ree1 
and across the ocean. 
bringing a whole 
new level 10 home 
video gaming as we 
know it through the 
inclusion of a super 
fa.~t 56K modem. 
The modem gives 
gamers lightning fast 
access to the Net, e-
mail . and game si1es 
that download gam-
ing information into 
1he Dreamcast. Sega 
designed the Dream-
cast to have all of 
these features nicely 
bundled at 1he lowest 
price point ever for a 
newly released sys-
tem at $ 199.99. 
All of these fea-
1ures mean nothing 
without quality 
games which Sega www.sega.com 
made a point of The Dreamcasts system is the most anticipated item of the year. 
releasing with the There have ~ready ~een 300,000 systems pre-ordered and the 
system. In faci, the number Is s1111 growing. 
Dreamcast will be 
launched with approximately I 5-24 launch 
titles, the largest ever for a home console. 
Some of these launch title$ ha\lc already 
received critical acclaim With the gaming 
community, namely: Soni<: Ad\tftture, Soul 
Caliber, NFL 2K, Ready Zll11hible. 
The next time you ,tol)~f' local mall 
take a quick look into n aaming 
. 
·-·~ 
~lore. chances are you will see a demo of 
one of 1hese spectacular Drcamcasi games. 
All Dreamcas1 games will cost approxi-
mately $49.99 and will not include a mem-
ory card. The Drcamcast has already 1opped 
the charts wi1h approximately 300.000 pre-
orders and counling. Welcome to the next 
generation of video games . 
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1999 
THE 6m ANNUAL 
GREATER WASHINGTON URBAN LEAGUE 
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES FOOTBALL CLASSIC 
AT RFK STADIUM AT 4 P.M. 
Special Half-time Guest Tom Joyner 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY BISON VS. HAMPTON UNIVERSITY PIRATES 
Cheer your team on with WPGC 95 .5 FM 
PRE-GAME PARTY AND ALL STAR COMEDY SHOW 
Fri., Sept. 10, 1999, 5 P.M. 
DC Live 
932 F Street, NW 
NAFEO BLACK COLLEGE 2ND ANNUAL 
SK RUN/WALK AGAINST ILLITERACY 
Sat., Sept. 11, 1999, 8:30 A.M. 
RFK Stadium 
NAFEO CAREER FAIR- JOB RECRUITMENT 
AND GREATER WASIIlNGTON URBAN LEAGUE 
FAMILY FESTIVAL 
Sat., Sept. 11, 1999, 11 A.M. 
Music, food, vendors, contests, games and 
fun for the whole family! 
RFK Stadium, Parking Lot 4 
THE ULTIMATE STEP SHOW 
Sat., Sept. 11, 1999, 9 P.M. - 12 Midnight 
DC Armory 
WPGC AFTER PARTY 
Sat., Sept. 11, 1999 
8 p.m., Dinosaurs, Route 1, Laurel, MD 
I 
Regular game tickets are $20 for general admission and $10 for students and senior citiz.ens. For more information 
call the Greater Washington Urban League at (202) 265-8200 or 1-888-250-PLAY. . Visit our website at 
www.gwul.org. 
SPONSORS INCLUDE: 
Southwest Airlines .... WPGC Radio .... State Farm. ... PEPSI .... Anheuser-Busch .... PEPCO .... Afro-American-
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Lady Bison First Home Game Today 
By Nn,cv CAIN 
Hilltop St.iff Writer 
Howard's women soccer team will host their fin.t home 
game 1oday. The Lady Bison have come off the road after 
losing to the University of Central Florida and St~ston 
College. Here is a look at some of the key players for the 
Booters. 
Soccer Fact Sheet 
Head Coach: Michelle Street 
Overall Record Last year: 2-13-1 
Conference Record: 1-5 
Starter,- Returning/Lost: 8/3 
Starters Returning 
Amy Olson ( 5' I", Jr.) - Olson. oo-
MVP from la>t year's program. ignites 
a spark for the Lady Booters. Her ver-
satility and atWeticism will allow Stree1 
to implement SC\'er.11 formations this 
season. She is an outstanding all tack-
ing player who can beat opponents 10 
the ball and get up the field. She has 
often created havoc for opposing play-
ers due to her incredible speed. Amy Olson 
Rosa Kline 
Rosa Kline (5'6", Jr.) - Kline. a Sec-
ond-All Big South conference team 
selection. will be one of many difficult 
defenders to get through. She has strong 
fund:,mentals and u tremendou, ,hot 
from both long and short distance. She 
is mentally tough and well conditioned. 
She wants the Lady Booters to "play as 
a team" and says there is "no reason 
why the team won't pl.ice in the top of 
our conference." 
Thlita Keiller (5'6", Sr.) - Keiller has incredible drib• 
bling skills. She creates opportunities for the offense and 
2 MINUTE DRILL 
Things to Watch For This NFL Season 
My favorite sport. professional foot-
bal l. makes its return on Sunday. Usu-
ally, the National Football League 
(NFL) would have already started its 
second week of play. But rm not 
complaining; it's good to see the 
return of football. 
Several stories highlight the return of 
football. The Cleveland Brown, return 
10 the NFL with the same old ugly 
orange and brown uniforms. The 
Brown, • roster includes the fiN overall draft pick, quar-
terback Tim Couch out of Kentucky. Although 1y Detmer 
is Cleveland·s starter, Couch will certainly see some play-
ing time. mainly because the Browns' offense will not be 
too spectacular. The Browns will win abou1 six games. 
probably defeating both the Cincinnati Bengals and Bal-
limore Ravens twice! 
Another interesting story will be ,va1ching how Heisman 
Trophy winner Ricky Willian1s pans out with the New 
Orlean., Saints. The Saint\ gave up e,-erything to get him. so 
he bener be good' Williams' agent, Leland Hard)\ basically 
made him look like a fool for taking the incentive-heavy con• 
tract New Orleans offi:red. But to Williams' credit. he wanis 
to prove 10 the city of New Orleans that headcooch Mike Ditka 
made the right decision in forfeiting eight draft picks just 10 
get one man. I think William, will have at least 1.200 yards 
this year. helping the Saint\ win about nine ganies. 
In Miami. Dan Marino finally has the weapons neces-
sary 10 reach the Super Bowl again. Besides the Dolphins' 
impressive group of running bucks. including Karim 
Abdul-Jabar. Cecil Collins. J.J. Johnson and Rob Konrad. 
the wide receiver position is solid. Tony Martin was found 
not guilty of drug trafficking charges and ) atil Green 
should finally be able 10 play :1fter missing his first two 
seasons with knee injuries. Miami also has O.J. McDuffie, 
Marino's go•to guy. The Dolphins should win about 13 
games this season. 
The Minnesota Vikings will be back in 1999. After last 
year's upset in the NFC Champion,hip game. this team has 
something to prove. Randall Cunningham is back and will 
be throwing the ball to Ran1y Moss again 1his year. result-
ing in a ton of touchdowns. If Cunningham should happen 
to go down wi1h an injury, veteran JelT George is ready to 
play. George, who arguably has one oft.he strongest arms 
in the NFL. was signed away from the Oakland Raiders. lo 
other words, he escaped the "Al Davis State Prison:· Let us 
see which team is bener this season, Minnesota or Oakland! 
San Francisco, Green Bay, Denver, N.Y. Jets. Jack-
sonville and Buffalo will also be among the NFL's best 
teams this SC.l'>0n. Each team ha~ veteran players who have 
been in the playoffs before. The Jets ha,'C Bill Parcells, 
one of the best coaches in NFL history, One question: Is 
Vinny Thsta,·erde really a good player. or is Parcells ju,t 
that great of a coach? we· 11 see if New York ha~ what it 
takes to make a run for the Super Bowl again. 
I can' t w.iit to sec what happen, this year. A number of 
questions remain 10 be answered. Is Ricky William, the 
real deal? Will Dan Marino reach the Super Bowl? Will 
the Vikings and Broncos be top teams again"! The answers 
to these questions will start being answered Sunday. Are 
your ready for some football? 
scares the defense. She has made major 
impro"ements on her overall game. She 
can dribble her way out of trouble and 
head toward the goal with unbelievable 
speed. 
Lauren Pruitt 
(S'S", Sopb.) - Pruitt 
is the captain of the Tulita Kcillcr 
team. She is very ath-
letic and mentally tough. She is also an 
offensh'C threat when she is not in the 
go.'11. She says ... the team is getting bet-
ter e,'Cryday"' and she expects the team 
Lnuren Pruitt to have a "very promising sea,on:· 
Olher Key Relurn«'s: 
Nichol Rolle (5'3'", Jr.) - Rolle has 
awesome dribbling and decision-mak-
ing i,kill,. She has the technical aware-
ness. determination and mindset to con-
tinue to be a contributor to this program. 
She will bring experience and leader-
ship to prepare this team for the season. 
Sharee Williams Nicl,ol RoUe 
(5'3",Sr.) - Williams 
brings speed and energy to solidify the 
Lady Booters· attack. She will be 
instrumental in creating scoring oppor-
tunities for the team. Although ,he has 
a ,mall phy,ique. William, has more 
Sharee Williums heart and determina-
tion than those who 
are taller or bigger than her. 
Shannon Holli ns (S'S", Soph.) -
Hollins is intense. aggressive and ver-
satile. An accurate shooter, she plans on 
helping the defense become strong. She 
will be key in making options for the 
Sooter,; attacks on goal. 
Nadiyah Gipson (5'6", Soph.) - Gip-
son has a strong foot and a dangerous 
shot from any angle of the field. Her 
quickness on and off the ball will be crit-
ical in helping the offense. She ·•wants 
the team to hn,'C more attacks on goal" 
and thinks the recruits will help "add Nadlyal1 Gipson 
pressure on our opponent, defense." 
Renee 
Binuiugham 
Renee Birmingham (5' 10", Sr.) -
Birmingham possesses innate dribbling 
and ball handling skills. She has excel-
lent field vision and will create addi-
tional scoring opportunities for her 
teammates. She will help the team keep 
po"ession of lhe ball and is expected to 
help increase her teammates· overall 
output. 
Newcomers 
Erinn Gamer (5'1", Fr.) - Garner is very athletic and 
has solid dribbling skills. She will help keep pressure off 
the defense by attacking 1he goal. She was All- State. 
County and MVP in high school. She is conditioned and 
will be a contributing offensive threat. She is excited 10 
"help develop the team and her , kills" rather than being 
just another face on the team. 
J ocelyn Fisher (S'S" , Fr .. ) - Fisher has :.peed and good 
vision on the field. She was the all•time leading ,corer 
for her high school team. She was also le.iding the team 
in assists during her senior year. She made Second ll:am 
All-State and All•Conference awards her junior year. She 
made All- Conference and All -State Third team her 
senior year. She will be essential in the offensive line·s 
slrategic attacks. 
Katrina Hines(S'9", Fr.)- Hines had 13 goals and seven 
assish in her senior >ear of high ,chool. She wru. nomi-
nated for the All Conference team both her junior and 
Tennis Team Outlook for 1999-2000 Season 
Bv Tt:RRA McKt'INt;v 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
111e men·s and women\ tenni, teams have quelled their 
intimidation, and survived the vast amount of preseason 
practices with po,itive attitude,. Now. they stand within 
one week of their first competition. 
But when Howard compete, in the Mount St. Mary·, 
Invitational Sept 18-19 in Emmii<burg. Md .. coach Larry 
Strickl:md will be looking for evidence of impro,ement 
from pasi seasons. While victor)' has in0uem;cd the ten-
nis 1eam\ success. Stricklan.J aml his player,- will know 
the exient of their success when they begin their regular 
,eason in the invitational. 
"What rm planning for in this inv11ationa1;· ,aid Strick-
land. "is for them to go out there and play as hard as 1hey 
can. I want 10 ,ee u, play as well as we did la,1 year:· 
Last year. the women·, team finished in the top half of 
the invitational. This year. 1hc men's 1ennis team will com• 
pete for their fir,t time. 
Currently. the women's team has e1gh1 returning players. 
and the men\ team has six returnin)! player,-. Howc,cr. lry 
outs are heiog conducted for the tennis team. 
"I am looking for players that will fit in an.J help with 
\VOrk ethic,," said Strickland "I never discourage anyone. 
but )'OU have to have the skills in order to play." 
Returning players are expected to influence the new play-
ers for as long a, it takes 1hem to learn Strickland's sys-
tem. Curren1ly. there are three new recruits on the team. 
'111e team is doing well so far. but the real test is what hap-
pens when they start playing matches. The women ,hould 
do very \\'CII. They're a strong team. as 1hey were la.,1 year. 
With addition 10 Tonya Okpala. a freshman, we are much 
stronger.'\aid Strickland. Tonya Okpala was ranked in the 
top I 00 by the International Tennis Fe.Jemtion. 
"The women's team ha, a very good attitude. They are 
very physical and they work well together.'' said Strick-
land. 'They ha,'C no weaknesses. They are solid all the way 
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young. b~t Pho<,,.. B} \lark Colcm.m 
they h3'C Senior Erin Adants "ill be« n in~ up hot rompotl• 
a lot of lion thh ...-JSOn. 
desire." 
Chad Hamilton. captain of the men\ team. says that he 
plans to win every tournament he plays this fall. He 
wants the team to believe that they are good and that they 
can be good. 
Fortunately. Strickland is not alone with his high hopes 
about the team. Gnuxlison Hill. a former Howard Unh'Crsi-
ty 1enni, pl:t)tr and :,thkte of Strickland's. "a dedicated fan 
of the ttnni, team. He. h~e Strickland. has high expec1ations. 
"I am impressed with the citizenship, solidarity. man-
nerisms, and attitude of this team," said Hill. '1'hey are 
positive representmives of lhe uni\•ersity. They are truly 
good student athletes." 
Hill acts as :, mentor for the team. He observes the team 
at least three times n week. 
''Coach de mads a great de.~ of effon and committnient from 
them.'\aid Hill. "He's just a, interested in their citizenship and 
academics as he is in winning or losing matches." 
Kabelo Ma,iane. a 1999 HU graduate and former tennis 
player. also plays the role of mentor for the team. He prac-
tices with the team and critiques them. 
With the mentoring ofbo1h Hill and Masianc, the tennis 
team has developed many plans and goals forthe 1999-2000 
season. Sophomore Jason Jackson says his goals are 10 win 
and become a better player thi~ season. Sophomore Kristin-
za Woodard's wan1.5 10 impro,,e her game and hopefully play 
well enough 10 contribute 10 her team. 
With the intense practice. the team might just win the 
MEAC championship this year: The 1eam practices twice a 
day, from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. and from 3:30 p.m. 10 6:00 
p.m. Workouts during practices include one hour of running 
and strength work. Strength workouts include lunges, dips. 
push-ups. sit-ups, running stairs, or crunche,. 
The team hns great expectations for themselves this 
year. They will begin their road to success next weekend. 
leaving Thursday for the Mount . St. Mary's Invitational. 
The invitational wi ll begin & a.m. Friday morining. 
senior yean.. She also won All Academic honors la,1 year. 
She has good field awareness and dribbling ability. 
Vicloria McLean <-'' 10", Fr.) - McLe,m is quick with 
good dribbling skills. She will be key in the helping the 
offensive line. 
The Lady Bison will play against Radford University 
today at 7 p.m. at Greene Stadium. 
' 
' ... . ' 
Photo Cooncsy of All Pro 
Sharee Willia.ms "ill bea key player for the womeo·ssocccrteam 
this season. 
Lady Spikers Fall To 
Georgetown 
BY T\'R01'E M CC.\ 1'0tf:~ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Lady Hoya, of Georgetown Univer,ity rolled to 
a three-set victory over the Lady Spiker,- on Sept I at 
Burr Gymnasium. 15,3. 15-5. 15-6. 
With only one senior on the ro,1er. the Lady Spiker,,\ 
youth cau,ed them to make many unforced errors against 
an experienced Georgetown team. The Ludy Hoya, 
scored nine straight points. usmg llo\\aro·, uncontrolled 
hu,tle to their advantage. Although the Lady Bison made 
a \'aliant attempt to stop their attack. Georgetown came 
up with the play, to hold on 10 the first set. 
In the next ,et, the Lady Hoya, raced to a big lead. forc-
ing the Spiker,, to play catch up. Using several forceful 
spikes. GU wa, able to keep the Howard off the board 
and stop them from making any big run,. Howard did 
make a vali ant attempl, scoring three strnight points off 
beautifully set-up plays. But. it was to no avail as GU held 
on to win the second ,et. 
In the third set. a different Howard team stepped onto 
the court. The Lady Spiker, traded blows with the older 
Georgetown players. briefly taking the lead. But the 
Lady Hoyas regained then compo~ure on an 8-0 run to 
stretch their lead to ,ix poin!S. The Lady Spikers 
unsuccessfully attempted 10 mount a comeback rally 
before finally falling vicum 10 Gu·, experienced line-
up in the final period. 
Howard will par1icipa1e in the Robert Morris Tourna-
me,11 this weekend. 11,e tournament field will include 
host Robert Morrb (a familiar opponent of the Lady 
Sp,kcr,,). Eas1ern Kentucky. St. Francis, and Oakland. 
Photo B} Marl.Coleman 
Jen,-e James digs in against Georgeto"n in Burr Cym.nasl• 
wn ooStpt I. 
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Bison Lose Hard Fought Game to 
Jackson State Tigers, 21-35 
BY Ki,;v1N D. S·n;\\ARr 
Spor1s Edi1or 
0 n Sa1urday. 1he Tigers of Jackson S1a1c Uni-versily {JSU) defealed the Howard Universi-ty (HU) Bison by 35-21 in Jackson. Miss. nt the Mississippi Veterans Memorial Stadium 
in fron1 of a crowd of I 1,000. Ahhough the fa\'ored 
Tigers were expec1cd 10 blow 1hc Bison off the field. 
Howard had 01her plans and kepi the score close un1il the 
end. 
The lasl 1ime 1he two 1eam, me1, Howard dominaied 1he 
Tigers. Howard gained 508 yards in 10ml offense, lead-
ing 10 a 34-8 vic1ory. JSU was held to 143 yards in 
total offense for the cn1irc game. 
This year. !he Bison were able to amass 384 yards. wi1h 
309 coming from HU's new quarterback. junior Bobby 
Townsend. Townsend completed 20 of 49 passes for 309 
yards and had 1hrec in1ercep1ion,. Jackson S1a1c quar-
terback Mark Washing1on comple1ed 13 of 33 passes for 
356 yards on the day and had four 1ouchdown passes and 
two in1ercep1ions. JSU gained 514 yards of 101al offense. 
HU wide receiver Elijah Thurmon had IO rccep1ions for 
151 yards. while his JSU coun1erpart Sylvcsicr Morris 
brough1 in four ca1ches for 125 yards. 
The running game was missing from bo1h 1eams. JSU's 
Siar running back (RB). Oestry Wright. was held to 65 
yards on 17 carries. while HU runners David Johnson and 
Jermaine Hutchinson combined for 78 yards on 22 carries. 
Defensively, 1he HU secondary was burned on three 
touchdowns of 63. 71. and 79 yards. bu1 HU defen,ive 
back Brian McDonald had two in1erceptions againsl the 
Tigers. JSU linebacker Tommie Head led all pl:1yers with 
14 1ackles while defensive lineman Eric Chandler led all 
players with three sack,. 
JSU struck first. going five plays for 88 yard, while ,1ar1-
ing on their own 12-yard line. The drive was capped off 
with a two-yard touchdown pas, 10 wide receiver Torrey 
Thigpen from QB Washington, making the score 7-0JSU 
wilh I :34 lefl in the first quar1er. 
The Tigers were able to score twice in the second quar-
ter making the score 21-0 at halftime. Syh·esler Morris 
scored afler going 7 1 yards on the play. and Washinglon 
ran 28 yards for the other score. 
With HU trailing by 21. Howard head coach Sieve Wil-
son allowed Townsend to air it out in the third quar1er. HU 
go1 on the board going nine plays for 87 yards making lhe 
score 21-7 JSU. Hutchinson was able to pound it in on a 
four-yard run with 10:24 in the third quarter. Townsend 
connected for three passes for 20 or more yards each dur-
ing the drive. 
JSU answered on their next possession. scoring as 
Washington connec1ed on a 79 yard pass to wide recei,•-
er Daniel Guy, upping JSU's lead 10 21 points. 
HU was able to score rwo more limes in the lhird quar-
O'S 
tcr. culling 1hc score to 28-21 JSU. Townsend first engi-
neered a ,even play drive for 58 yanls on the score. and 
RB Jermaine Hutchinson got in the end ,.one on a five yard 
run. During the next HU possession, Townsend again 
marched HU down 1he field from 1he JSU 32 yard line 
for the score. Under pressure Bobby performed a series 
of fakes and JUkes to elude 1he defcn,e as he rushed for 
17 yards for the ,core. This wa, as close as HU would 
come to the Tigers. 
JSU was feeling the pressure. but the defense was able 
to hold. The JSU oll1.:nse was able 10 tack on another score 
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE 
AMONG AMERICA'S MOST 
DISTINGUISHED COLLEGE 
STUDENTS 
IF SO, APPLY FOR WHO'S WHO 
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
,\PPLICATJONS \'\TILL BE AV,\IL,\BLE IN THE DEAN'S 
OFFICE OF YOUR SCI-IOOL/ COLLEGEAi'-1D Tl-IE OFFICE 
OF S1'UDE1\i'f ACTI\7ITIES 
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 6, 1999 
DEADLINE: OCTOBER 1, 1999 
BY THE CLOSE OF THE BUSINESS DAY 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVmE!S- 806-7000 
WHO'S WHO!!! 
FilcPho10 
Ho>1ard Unhherslty Bison Battles No.12 Hampton Uni.-ersit) Pirales tomorrow at RFK. 
The Battle for the 'Real HU' 
Howard, Hampton line-up i11 the Sixth A111111al Urban League Southwest Airlines Football Classic 
By 1'' RO~E McCANtllES 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Well Bison fans. you've waited a full season for revenge. 
To the resl of the world. it is just another football game. 
Bui to everyone in the MEAC. it is 1he renewal of rival-
ry 1hat dales back 76 years. It's the battle for the "Real 
HU .. between Hamp1on lnstitu1e and Howard University 
in lhe sixth annual Greater Washington Urban League 
Soulhwest Airline Football Classic. 
After dropping a tough 35-21 decision 10 the 21 M•rankcd 
Tigers of Jackson S1a1e. the Bison have no lime to hang 
their heads nor lick !heir wound,. Tiie I 21h-ranked Hamp-
ton Pirates come rolling into 1own lhis weekend. 
The defending MEAC co-champions Hamp1on crushed 
Delaware State 21-0 last Saturday, surrendering only 72 
yards of Iota! offense. 
Hampton Head coach and former Howard head coach 
Joe Taylor has won this battle two years running. includ-
ing last year's 38-31 thriller where the Pirates had to hold 
off a furious Bison rally late in the game. The final score 
by Hampton in the la.SI 1wo minu1es of play put them ahead 
of 1he Bison for 1he victory. 
Look for more fireworks this season as 1he Pirate, are 
looking to capitalize on lasl season's succe". But 




year's M EAC class and make a shol at a playoff bid. 
Hampton wi ll bring a bat1le-1e,1ed team to this year's 
classic. The oftense re1urns with nine starters. led by first-
team MEACselections Montell Coley. Andrian Wideman. 
and Mitchell Foreman. Quarterback Roy Johnson will 
lead the Pirate at1ack. The Pirates led the conference with 
110 sacks la,1 season. 
Howard will be looking to get back on track against the 
Pira1es this weekend. Steve Wilson's troop, can't afford 
to fall behind 2 1 poim, against the strong Pirate defense. 
QB Bobby Townsend, who showed the crowd tha1 the 
offense is secure in his hands. will again be looking 10 
senior wide receiver Elijah Thurmon 1oexploi1 the Pirates· 
weaknesses at the corner spot. The Bison wi ll also rely 
on "Rolli ng Thunder." running backs Jermaine Hu1chin-
son and David Johnson. to keep 1hc fronl ,even of Hamp-
ton honest. 
A victory here could boo,1 the Bison\ spirih and put them 
in the driver's seal for the ;>,1£AC cm\\n. This year\ cham-
pion could receive an at-lUf!!e bid to the I -AA playoffs. 
Howard must protect Townsend and open up some 
holes for "Rolling Thunder'' to work their skills in order 
for them 10 come away with a victory. If Howard can keep 
from giving up big play, hke the one, JSU was able to 
pull off. 1he battle for the "Real HU" should definitely be 
an imeresting game. Defen,ive back play will determine 
who is the "Real HU." 
\ 
B6 
f •OB• f with Kevin Stewart 
Howard Quarterback Bobby Townsend 
Gives Post-Game Interview 
B ison quarterback (QB) Bobby Townsend threw for 309 yards dur-ing Howard's loss to the Jackson State Tigers 35-21. This was his 
first start at the QB position for the Bison. He 
is now one of the leading offensive producers 
in the MEAC coming into week two. After the 
game, Townsend shared his thoughts on the 
team and his performance. 
Bobby 1bmlSCnd 
Q: Tough loss Bobby, but you did a great job. You had 309 yards 
on the day. What do you attribute to your outstanding performance 
during your first start? 
Townsend: My receivers made plays for me. They didn't give 
up on me. The bottom line is that the team believed in me. We 
came out and made some mistakes, but that was expected due to 
our immaturity and inexperience. We fought hard, but we came 
up short. We'll just come out and practice harder. We now have 
the confidence to go out and compete. This was our first game 
and we had our doubts, and we didn"t know what to expect. Today 
we saw what we can do. 
Q: Coach Wilson primarily used the run during the first half. 
Towards the end of the first half he began to focus on the pass 
attack. Why do you think the team switched offensive focus? 
Townsend: We expected them to come out and be prepared to 
stop the run against the type of offensive line and running backs 
we have. At the beginning of the game, we came out and tried 
to established the run, but seeing them so geared to stopping the 
run, we had to put the ball in the air. 
Q: During the 28-yard run you made for Howard's final score, 
tell me how the scenario played out in your mind. 
Townsend: I saw the line open up, and I knew we were in the 
red zone. I smelled the end zone, and I wanted to get in it. So, I 
just went with it. We had good protection, and the wide receivers 
ran their routes. That opened up the field for me. I just took off 
and found the end zone. My body turned on automatic. 
Q: What is the game plan for next week or the preparation for 
next week? 
Townsend: We are going to come out with the same mindset. 
Now, we know what it takes to go out there and win. We are just 
going to have to go out there and work harder. We took our lumps 
today, and we grew as a team. The team gained some experience, 
and we know what we need to do to win. Next week we are going 
to turn it up in practice . 
... Sports Ticker 
By K EV IN D. STEWART and 
K JMOTIIY K . BROWN 
Hilltop Editors 
Last week was pretty strange in black college football. Bethune Cook-man barely escaped 
Savannah State. which further proves 
Kimothy Browns point that Bethune-
Cookmnn is Vll.Stly ovcmued. In addi-
tion, our very own Howard Univer-
sity Bison fought a tough battle. but 
came up short in the end. falling 10 
Jackson State 35-21. Brown is one up 
on Kevin Stewart. because Norfolk 
State defeated Virginia State in week 
one, which proves yet another point: 
Brown is far superior in football intel-
lect than Stewart. 
The following are our picks for 
week two of the black college foot-
ball season. We are in no way pro-
moting gambling. 
Mr. Brown: Bethune-Cookmnn 30-
. 20 (+I 0) over Morgnn State. 
Mr. Stewart: Bethune Cookman 
32-20 (+12) over Morgnn Stale. 
l#ITAIITIIPIAY 
Mr. Brown: Elon College 20-13 
( + 7) over Delaware State. 
Mr. Ste,.art: Elon College 32-10 
(+22) over Delaware State. 
Mr. Brown: FAMU 55-10 (+45) 
over Norfolk State. 
Mr. Stewart: FAMU 70-10 (+60) 
over Norfolk State. 
Mr. Brown: Howard 23-17 ( +6) 
over Hainpton Institute. 
Mr. Stewart: Howard 35-21 (+14) 
over Hampton Institute. 
l\fr. Brown: North Carohna A&T 
14-10 (+4) over Winston-Salem. 
Mr. Stewart : North CuroLina A&T 
28-10 ( + 18) over Winston-Salem. 
Mr. Brown: South Carolina State. 
35-12 ( +23) over Benedict. 
Mr.Stewart: South C1rolina State. 
24- 10 (+14) over Benedict. 
Of course. the highlight of the 
schedule will be the Howard vs. 
Hampton game. We think the Bison 
will pull ii out and show the Institute 
"Hains" who is really boss! 
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Jenkins Sizes Up Competition 
By WtLLlAM BRYANT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
On Sunday. the S1. Louis Rams play their first 
game of the 1999 NFL season against the Balti-
more Ravens nt the Trans World Dome in St.Louis. 
Missouri. Former Howard University player and 
current Rams· strong safety Billy Jenkins will suit 
up for his third-season and continue his lifelong 
dream of playing in the NFL. La\! week. Jenkins 
discussed how he plays against some of the top 
players in the league. In this week's in,1allmen1, 
Jenkins has these word, on some of the players he 
has faced in his rookie season and will face this 
upcoming year. 
On J erry Rice, WR, San Francisco 49ers: 
"When I first lined up against Jerry. I noticed 1ha1 
he was a lot bigger and taller than I thought. r was 
really in awe that I was actually on the same field 
with Jerry at the time. Although I do not remem-
ber if he scored a touchdown against us. I was just, 
once again in awe of his presence during my rook-
ie season." 
On Steve Young, QB, San Francisco 49ers: 
"Steve is a great quarterback when you watch him 
on television. However.ii is amazing when you are 
on the field and you notice all the things that he 
does. He is an accurate passer who knows which 
one of his recei,,ers will be open before Steve even 
snaps the football. He is just a quanerback who is 
cons1an1ly aware of what is going on at all times." 
During his rookie season, the Rams traveled 10 
Mile High Stadium 10 play the Denver Broncos and 
future Hall of Fame quarterb.ick John Elway. Jenk-
ins did not play at the safety position during that 
game. but did start a prcseason game against the 
Broncos in 1998 in which Elway did not play. 
Despite Elway"s absence. Jenkins had these word, 
of encouragement about the two-time winner of the 
Super Bowl. 
"I was disappointed that John did not play last 
year:· said Jenkins. ·•1 want to play against all of 
the lop quarterbacks in the NFL. Obviously. this is 
one of my goals in playing in the NFL. playing 
against the best. Wi1ho111 a doubt. John Elway is 
definitely one of the best quanerbacks ever 10 
play this game." 
Although Elway did 001 play. Jenkins did go 
Billy Jenkins,Jr. sw,-tsoffagain;t Baltimore 
on Sunda_,c 
head-10-head with two of the most talented and 
miked about players on the Broncos, Terrell Davis 
and Shannon Sharpe. 
On 'Jerrell Davis, RB, Dem·er Broncos: 
··When we played against Terrell. it was the pre-
scason. He played a couple of series on the field. 
I could observe how explosive Terrell is when he 
runs the football. However. Terrell did not ·open his 
game·against us when we went head-10-head 
against Denver in preseason action:· 
On Shannon Sharpe, TE, Dem-er Broncos: 
"'Heju,i talha lot. When he talked. I miked right 
back at him." 
On Brett Favre, QB, Green Bay Packers: 
"Bren Favre is amazing talent-wise. ft always 
seem, as ifhe is supposed to go down or get tack-
led by defenders on a play. However. Breu seems 
to find out a way out 10 make a big play." 
On Antonio Freeman, WR, Green Bay Pack-
ers: 
"Antonio is a good receiver who ha, oumanding 
athletic ability. He knows how 10 get open regard-
less of who is covering him:· 
On Jamaal Anderson, RB, Atlanta Fakons: 
r' 11··iri~···· f•~•rrf;;J 
.'J-J!:.l..:..J...1-UJ ---~ 
l.11 t! tB r rl e 
"1.lmaal definitely ha, my respect for being one 
of the top running backs in the NFL. He is the hard-
est running back who I have played against in my 
career. Every time Jamaal touches the ball. I know 
that he is going to be giving it all that he has on 
the field. h is a major challenge when we play 
against him because you musl step it up and bring 
your "'A .. game 10 the field:· 
On Chris Chandler, QB, A Uanta Falcons: 
.. Chris i, ano1her intelligent quarterback in the 
NFL. He has an uncanny ability lo recognize 
defen!<CS. holes in defensive schemes and 10 detect 
where people :ore going to be before they actually 
get 10 :o certain point on the field. He has done an 
outstnnding job of perfecting this skiu:· 
On Quarterbacks DonaY.UJ McNabb and AkJll 
Smltb, the respeclh-e second and third overall 
picks in the 1999 NFL Draft, and their com-
parisons to former Howard University quar-
terback 'Jed White: 
.. I did not really get an opportunity to sec both 
of their gnn1es at the collegiate level. Ted is the only 
collegiate quarterback from la.st year who I cnn give 
an honest opinion about. I just saw the draft day 
highlight< on ESPN just like everybody else. I did 
not see what type of quarterbacks they were dur-
ing live performances. I just saw them during 
game highlights ... 
On Steve McNair, QB, Thnnessee Titans : 
"I got an opportunity 10 play against Steve while 
I was at Howard a couple of times. Steve played at 
Alcorn State nnd I remember the baitlcs that we had 
when we went against him. He would have 300 or 
400 yards passing nnd 200 yards rushing against 
Howard. Steve and former Howard quarterback Jay 
Walker would go to ban le. Howard and Alcorn SIJlte 
would have high ,coring games like SO-something 
10 40-wmething:· 
\Villiam Bryam is a I 998 MBA graduate of 
Howard U11il-usity and will be providing weekly 
11pdates 011 Billy Jenkins. \Vhile at Howard, he 
"·orked 1111der Edward Hill in tire Sports Infor-
mation Deparrme/11. Upon grad11ati11g, he com-
plered a se,·e11-mo111h imemship with S11per Bowl 
XXXll \\brld Champion Denver Broncos. This 
past J11ne. Bryam began f11ll-ti111e dmies in rhe 
Rams• p11bli<' ,..lat ions departmenr. 
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Wo bring good thlng:r to life. 
THE 8JLLTOP B7 
IF YOU'RE A VEGAS SHOWGIRL, THEN YOU'RE PROBABLY NOT S U ENT, 
AND IF YOU'RE NOT A STUDENT, THEN YOU CAN'T BUY AT WWW. DU.C M. 
• Int roducing edu.com, the first store on the web where only students can save up to 70% on name 
brand computers, software, textbooks, nd mor;e, every day. Tough luck Vand • 
• 
students get it"' 
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The LAST ord The Last Word is a section that individuals can voice and demonstrate their most inti-mate and artistic expresions. Submissions of poetry, hip-hop quotable.s, life stories and artworl< are welcome. Please submit com• ments or articles to 
blessjamilal@hotmail.com. Or Call Amen or 
'Brandi at 806-6866. 
TO WHOM MUCH IS GIVEN MUCH IS REQUIRED 
hat I love about life is that 
no matter how white you 
are. or how black you pur-
posely are coated, life has 
no struggle that won't kick 
me or you in the @ss. I love life, and before I 
turned 21 this summer. I assumed that every-
thing that I wanted would be given, anything 
that I did not want I could give it aw.>y. and now 
I have seen with my own eyes is thm life is no 
joke. 
Sistas at 40 have not seen the things that I 
have seen within the last 6 months unless they 
saw it at the movies. or on TV. Picture this, fire 
in your eyes. burning in your chest, sleepless 
nights. dreams of apocalypse, prophecies given 
10 you from God, and you are afraid to tell any-
one that you hold rruth. Beyond the "'Ghetto 
Fabulous I am Miss Popular'' syndrome l saw 
light in this dark experience of change. 
Like a butterfly that experiences a great meta• 
MY NEW BEGINNING 
I can't depend on you to feed my soul 
or I might not survive Lhe hour 
so completely I renew myself 
I proceed to enter a new realm 
Lhe next movement 
I can see my own through unshielded eyes 
wide open 
no longer pretending to understand the 
unknown 
I elevate myself 
study the Table of Contents outlining my life 
no longer in debate wilh myself 
I review my glory days 
and find I'm sti ll living Lhem 
I embark on this new journey 
my new palh in life 
not knowing where I'm headed• I sti ll go with 
the flow 
even though I don't have the rules of this game 
called LIFE 
I take the dare and roll the dice 
now I'm a gambler and winning 
I listen to my hear! whisper love to my soul 
Feasting on meditation 
because I can't depend on you to feed my soul 
or I might not survive the hour 
You want to see something done 
just tell me it can't be done - that I can't do it 
place the undoable before me 
BLINK - it's done 
can you feel me? 
you place me on trial 
now hold me in contempt 
because I'm judged by someone much higher 
and His Words, His Art 
~ now give to you 
I've only engineered this on a human level 
just call me the quiet genius bringing it all 
together 
your Oracle 
now turn yourself into yourself and find me 
lingering near 
master your universe and take control 
as I have - entered the gates of Mecca 
my new life is just beginning 
Recognize my Genesis. 
Jennifer R. Dyson 
morphosis. I was silenced when my producer 
died, frustrated when my grandma passed, at 
peace when my uncle died. and finally changed 
when my grandfather left this E:trth on May 16, 
1999. So in your mind you say to yourself how 
did l make it? 
I waited to cry. I waited to fight, I waited to 
die. I waited 10 be free. I could not wait for the 
month of May to come to an end, and then there 
was June. 
By June I had read e,oery lyanla Vanzant book, 
prayed e,-cry prayer. and I was ready to relea;e 
this pain, and ask God for a vacation. So I got 
my head together, started spending time with 
myself, and for once I said okay it is time 10 
enjoy life. My version of enjoying life w•js sim• 
ply going to poetry ciphers. kicking it with my 
family. taking African Dance for 8 weeks. and 
of course a sis ta I ike me had 10 do big !hangs. 
I called The Source Magazine. and in 
between the cremation of my uncle. and funeral 
of my grandfather, I pitched the Editor-in-Chief 
a sale that he could not turn down. I said to Sel-
wyn. "Hi my name is Brandi. a.nd I'm a Howard 
University senior. hungry for an internship, and 
yes I have journalism experience." The bro1ha 
smirked, and said, "Brandi where arc you 
from?" And of course I had to gracefully shout 
LA (Los Angeles). 
"Cool. what l am going to do is give your 
name to Frank Williams. the West Coast Editor 
at our Hollywood office. and I want you 10 call 
him. ahight?" I was hyped because I figured if I 
could get through four deaths within 5 months I 
could get a paid internship with The Source 
Magazine, and I did. Frank challenged me. 
fought my cancerian personality with his Gemi-
ni arrogance. and I won. 
Traveling from Santa Monica to Hollywood 4 
days a week was no joke. I was spending 
$50.00 in gas. $36.00 in parking, $50.00 in 
food. and it was worth it. I met people that I 
thought I would've never met unul I graduated. 
I went to industry functions with black elites, 
IENESIS. • • 
that make a living off of words. I in'>pired peo-
ple who are filthy rich, famous and must I men-
tion that they have no soul. Soulless industry 
phenomena's were from New York, Cali, 
Miami. Bosion. Chicago, you name it, I saw it. 
And yes I had a ball working at The Source. I 
went 10 The Source Awards, and c,-cn some of 
ya saw me in the September issue of The 
Source. Bur what "so real about life. is that it 
does not make any mistakes. Life knows my 
name my yesterday. today. and tomorrow. 
I never l'ould have thought that sunshine 
would have come in all that min. I have seen 
many people pass. my years at Howard have 
gone by ,o fa;t. and now I am a senior. PRAY-
ING that this year will lead me into a new 
dawn. God is in the mid" ya'II. and believe me 
"To whom much is gh-cn much is required." 
·By BRANDrJ~ FORTE. 
can talk about wharr,er you want: check it, B 
could talk about topic, from helli,h to heavenly 
In The Beginning ... 
Ill the beginning, Elohim created heal'en and Earth, 
And from Heaven and Earth, she gave her first birth, 
And bore a bea11tif11/ 8-80); 
She created a mic for him, and then he had his fal'orite 8-
toy 
Next, she created a 8-Girl who was!jf•; 
She told the 8-Girl and 8-8oy to go orth to mu/rip_/)\ 
And her first word was light, then s 1e created darkness Ao 
the 8-8oys co11/d roe mies at night, 
uld sing "'No Scrubs • with TLC or "No 
s' 
Then she said, "Let there be a fable " 
Acwal(Y. two, one for DJ Kane, anil the or her for DJ Abel. 
She sa,a, ·• Let the people brin1: f9rrh holy m11S1c, 
y just skimmed the Cliffs 
8111 only true heads co11/d ho/a the microphone and it And 
use it" 
And a/I the people breakdanced, 
Site sent e,•erybod\' off to decorate the earth ll'itlt sproy cans, 
And tl,is ll'as tl,e birth of the four elements 
She said "unite them together and they will become more rel-
e1•ant. 
And tl,11s a wl,o/e culwre ll'as bom; 
A C(!mmuni!)• of peace, (ove, an.d happiness ll'as the norm, 
U1111/ an evil a&r came III the cipher, 
He tried to com•ince B-Boys ro bite beats to make their own 
ish nicer, 
And like a dummy some of those kids did it, 
~/oh told them to keep it pure, bw they said they wasn i wit' 
1/. 
Soon after Hip-Hop became quick pop, 
illsteaa o/ ris1111: to the tip-top. all fhey did was flip-flop, 
And that ll'as 11i/1e11 the ll'ar was all started, 
the ongoing battle between the fakers and the artists. 
Which brings 11s to the prese/1/ 
Where a Jost tribe of real heacls strfre to represent it ... =) 
A111enhotep 
Genesis ... enter Lhis abyss of consciousness, emphasis upon spiritual 
individuals kindling eternal energy through ritual ... Lhis is genests ... Lhe 
first revolution spawned from Lhe essence ... a lotus blossoming in the pres-
ence of phenomenal photons ... Lhe essence of Lhe scrolls i wrote on are 
infinitely embedded in my mind's eye ... time flys yet stills itself as i span 
an eoi:i in an ins,ant ... lifted; independent of all physical bounds i found 
genesis .... an existence pro1ound. 
In the e1•e11t of my Demise 
\Vhen my heart can bear ,w moro 
I Hope I Die For A Principle 
or A Belief that I had lived 4 
I will die Beforo My Time 
Because I feel the shadows Depth 
so much I wamed 2 accomplish 
beforo I reached 111~· Death 
Amenhotep 
What do I m tn b 
That means rl t 1( 
And if I died today. 
Say hater. could hate- t 
Lovers could love it, 
But biters couldri'I b 
But if you ever Wllllt 
Peep out my poem,. • 
Now I don't be thin 
But I try not to say a 
We could talk about 
But if you're out there 
Some choose 
I wouldn't g 
'd rather tal 
ut in all yo 
verything w 
~ti , n r< not 
,l,il " skinned 
o~gc drip, in? 
( ' 
d. don't ~mad at me 
fa) -7~ .B ~ and Nas" 
Drew Anderson 
The Mecca is sup~ to be the holiest foundation of 
HBCU's, so why don't we treat it as though it is sacred?? 
-Brother Mecca (c/o 1981) 
I hal'e come 2 grips with the possibility 
and wiped the last rear from My eyes 
I Loved All who were lt>sitfre 
When I was a child. I ,poke as a child. i under.tood as a child, I thought 
a.~ a child: But when i became a man i put away childi,h things. 
In the eve/I/ ofmy Demise. •I Ch 13:11 
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Apply for the 
GTE Visa on the web 
a n d g et up to e~e of 
FREE calling time.· 
• • !!!!: of FREE calling 
time just for applying . 
• Apply o n the i n ternet 
an d get an addi tion al 
■, !!!!I: of FREE calling 
t ime whe n you make 
your first purchase. 
(•!!!!: if you apply 
by phone.) 
• Get a !!!!:% rebate 
towards calling on 
a ll p urchases. 
• No annu al fee. 





•c.i,,.,. t>- _,,11 •vto.101•11C_.tv two ~,Hl,tH t• .,..,.. OTI C:.-1 .... 9 C•,d •--• 
'"""""' YW ... .-,, • ...._,. h- _..th 10 _,,_ C.ct - t.,1-#ne, ...,,... ... , or 




STUDY ABROAD WORKSHOP 
FOR UNDERGRADUATES AND 
GRADUATES 
YOU ARB INVITED ro A TTEN0 A lV0RKSH0P ON PtJNDBD AND 
UNFL'NDBD STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES ON 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER ?O, 1999 
3:00 -5:00 P.M. 
LOCKEHALL 
ROOM105 
OBTAIN INFORMATION ON FULBRIGHT, NATIONAL SECURITY 
EDUCATION PROGRAM, AND LUCY E. MOTEN SCHOLARSHIPS, AS 
WBLL AS STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS OFFERED BY TiiE COUNCIL ON 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE (CIEE), 
FO/t fURTHER INFORUAT10N, CONTACT 
DR. PAUt'll. LOGAN 
omcE OF THE DEAN 
COLLEGE OP ARTS AND SOENCF.S 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20059 








• Fri. Sept. 17th _ Sun, Sept. 19~ 
\ • · Includes: hotel, transportation, and VIP game tickets 
• Fee: only $100 
• Deadline Sept. 111h 
• Tickets availa~le at Crampton Auditorium 
I I I I I I I I ........... , ' 






Looking for an upscale salon? Desire a new fall look? 
Well look no further////! 
• We specialize in healthy hair, 
• The best in hair weaving hair coloring, cuts, straw sets, 
flat twists, spiral curls, wraps and much, much more! 
, Special Discounts for all students and new clients. 
B9 
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Want to write or take pictures 




Wednesday, Septe■11be · 1 ·Sth 
@ Sp■ 11 Location TBA 
(co,11e by the yearbook office to 
· find out) . 
or 
Co■■1e by the Yearbook Office 
Suite G-06 in the 
Blackburn Center 
and pick up an application! 
• 
T HE HILLTOP 
• 
There w-ill be tw-o shuttle buses per 
dor01, set aside to transport 
students, w-ith tickets, froID How-ard 
University to RFK stadiu01 for the 
How-ard and Ha01pton ga01e 
scheduled for Saturday Septe01ber 
11, 1999. The buses w-ill depart 
front: 
1) Carver Hall 
2) Slow-e Hall 
3)Annex 
4) How-ard Plaza Tow-ers 
5) The Meridian Hill Hall 
6) The Ca01pus (the corn~r of 6th 
and How-ard Place) 
Buses w-ill shuttle students betw-een 
the_ hours of 2:30p01-9:00pID 
- ---
THE HlLLTOP FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1999 B11 
• 
nt Park, S.E. Washin on, DC) 
he Office of Sports Inf onnation at 806-7184 or 7188 
~(D, 
~rrJIJJ m !JCBBJWIJJ~ fJmCD[]{J]8JD[} CBOBJ~~a@ V (Not a Home Game) 
fn ~[lrl] {Jl ( The REAL HU) ~ [l}8J[J[JD[l){](Dill (]}= 
tha !Jjf}fll, ~[18]{1}/JllJIJflfl ~CB[]Jf] va 4J @~ 
For the Greater Washington Urban League Football Classic, 
Dh·ision of Student Affairs students and others may purchase tickets at Cramton Auditorium September 1999 
B12 FRIDAY, SEPTE\lllER 10, 1999 
HILLTOP I CS 
All HU I TOPICS ar 
due, paid in full, th 
Monday before publi-
cation. Announce-
ments by campus 
organizations fo 
meetings, seminars o 
non-profit are charg 
as individuals adver-
tising for the purpos 
of announcing a ser-
vice, buying or selling 
are charged $5 for th 
first 20 words and $1 
for every additional 
five words. Local 
companies ar 
charged $10 for th 
first 20 words and $2 
for every five words 
thereafter. Persona 
ads are $2 for the firs 
10 words and $1 fo 
every additional fiv 
words. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
There will be tv.o shuttle buscs per dorm. 
lid aside IO transport students. with tick-
ets. from Howard Uni,asiiy IO RFIC Sta-
dium b the Ha\1,-.nl 111d ltuJii,con g,,nx, 
st:licGlled b Saturd:ly S.,,,cmber 11, 
1999. The buses ,.,u depart from: 
I) Carn:r Hall 
2) S10\<-e Hall 
3)Anncx 
4) """-.nl Plaza 'lov,,as 
5) The Meridian Hill Hall 
6) The C.,.,.,. (the ccrncroC <,ct, and 
"""w Place) Bmes will shuttle studems bctv,-, the 
how> or 2,:iopm.9:<X¥n. 
An)one inters1ed in becoming a member 
ofHabitlll ror Humanity H.U Campus 
Ch'1pier may visit our inrormation table an 
Blookbum CcnlCr Ground Fl. on Sept, 14, 
16, 21, 23 during lhe times of I0-4pnL 
Enga~ ruin a Pfffttt :,n ddicate bknd 
offa:shum & MhtlJL. 
am,.olu-ofi,unidttm 
National Council of Negro Women 
General body meeting on Wednesday, 
Sep1ember IS (i, 6:30 in Blackburn 
Room 148/1S0. 
N.A.A.C.P-Bison Chapter welcomes 
you back for another productive year! 
Are )'OU ready for the blue&gold? 
U>luntecs Needed/or Homuom-
ing 
far more Ulf«mation contact 
'fyrTell 
@81)6.7000 
Circle K International-HU Chapter 
needs your support, for more informa• 
tion contact Vicki Suggs @806-7000 
For Rent 
Housemate wanted 10 share spa-
cious rowhouse near Slowe Hall. Com-
pletely furnished, all utilities includ-
ed, immediate occupancy available. 
Call (202) 387-4239. No smokers 
please! 
Room for ren. Share house with 
Howard students. 2 blocks North of 
Campus. S2S0 /mo. Utilities included. 
Call Brian@ (310) 982-1291. 
Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-
Join America's #1 Student Tour Oper-
ator to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, 
Cruises, and Florida. Now hiring on-
campus reps. Call 1-800--648-4849 or 
visit online @ www.ststravcl.com. 
Voulunteer Tutors Needed in Math, 
Reading, African-American Studies 
for grades 2nd-12th. Tutoring ,vill be 
held at the Anacostia brancj of O.C. 
Public Library, 18th and Good Hope 
Rd. SE. Tutors are needed every Sat. 
from 10:30am-12:30pm.1\ltororienta-
tion begins on ~ptember 11th and 
18th at Anacostia branch at 10:30· 
11:30. Program sponsered be the 
African Cultural Education founda-
tion call (202) 832-9712 for more 
information. 
Jobs for peace! Work with commit• 
ted activists to end militarism, abol-
ish nuclear weapons and protect 
human rights. Positions available to 
educate local communities on peace 
and justice issues and activate our 
current membership. Paid training. 
PT/IT. Multi-cultural, pro-\\'Oman, 
environment. Call Peace Action 
202.862.9740. 
Wanted ... . MAO SCIENTISTS 
Needed to lead fun science activi• 
ties for kids in elementary schools and 
at b•day parties. Experience working 
,vith kids a plus and Must Have A Car. 
Flexible PT/IT positions available. 
Science background not required. 
Paid training. Breat pay! 301-924-
6767. 
Love winter sports? 
Ski center, the premier ski and win-
terrsports store in the Washington 
area, needs people to sell fashionable 
The SQphisticated Ladies of Sig01J1 
Gamma Rho, Sororiiy Inc. """Id like to 
thank C\-eryone who partici~ated in lhe 
guessing game. The grand prize winner 
and functional winten,·ear from 
Patagonia,. North Face, etc. We also 
need skiers and snowboarders to sell 
____________ ,. equipment. 1S-40 flexible hours/ week was Michael Nelms. 
Ill< I , ·, s, " AIJ ·, I,<> !1cl 1. through March. lrain at S8/hour for I 
Nu~,. kom:s au llt" >mil rcrut , month, then earn $9/hour plus incen-
mg siu.ienll. t"cht M=. lb11 nu~ c ., lives and benifits. Good people skills 
on nat \\ttk's &:\tnts. fREE' Cbxl. Fine and entusiasm required. Experience 
\n, ~ , .. ,1 tu1~ti.11,l i·· . ..:1......, not necessary, will provide training. 
________ ....;. ___ ,. Fun place to work. Excellent oppritu-
Make our t:ansdma transcmd r,alitJ... 
amy.oi,,•"OIOyin.mit:"'1tl 
Calling all MCs! Verool Armagcdon 
ll')'OOIS areoo September 13th Ill 7pm in 
Blackbum, Room I 43. 
"I, •'rllll lo !ltt JOU will, our eyn s}wL 
nlty to develop a retail career. Ski cen• 
ter 202-986-5413 www.skicenter.com. 
General clerical work, typing and 
Internet. Web page not necessary but 
helpful. $10 per hour. Call 301·949· 
1761. 
,-:,,ot,,,,.~ Student with 140-0 or better on SAT 
------------ is needed for reading low le\'cl materi• 
The 1999 Alain Locke Conference on als and creating answer keys. SI 2.50 
Race And Gender will be held September per hour. Call 301-949-1761. 
17-19. 1999. lt is sponsered by the 
DeportrnentofPhilosoph)I Howard Uni- $20 per hour. Need 10 strlahgt, 
,,:rsi1y. black males for 2000 calender shoot 
<:o.MjTirt -,,i,h infiml, and Kf'IDha/1 
OIITStnUS-
am,.olu•~ 
Corne 10 H.U.F.O Tuesday September 
14th at 7pm in Screening Room Wes1 
School of Communications. 
H.U RuJu,,,, -,,wt mttdtl az/J uptnn• 
btr IJ.17 
am,.olu"""1Jin,mkha 
Bupart ofhom«oming 1999 
''Rmospttl'' 
11,e fint llnmllU Huward Apollo is 
looking 4 ,ob,nttm of all /]pa nud-
td.-
Stag,managau 





Call Daniefle e865-9642 
urNMka@48J.4659 
Hmmrd ,,. Hampton t,;n,cee Baille, 
afler tlu, i:ame• 8pm, at K,\J,'f.\ 
HOL'SE.1212 U Sln'<t. reaL \erbal 
,\m10i:,ddon Hna!M., 
??Do :,ou tJunJr, or know lilu HA VE 
ATALENn 
Uf ,a dttci,h 
D/sp/lty JOIU /4Jrnt 
al 
Sl-6mt At 11H M«ca 
Tht Ht1Wtlrd Hom«oming Apollo 
C,,n:,ou handle ii? 
Call NNek4 or Dank/le@ 2b24&J. 
#59 
intersted parites leave message at 
(202) 332-7S07. 
Student photographer w/ own cam• 
era needed for large project. Call 
(202) 332-7S07 w/ price, name, num-
ber and schedule. 
On call copy editors needed to edit 
verbatim transcripts of corporate con-
ferenece calls. Accuracy and speed a 
must. Must be able to \\'Ork in a fast• 
paced, production-oriented environ• 
ment. Hiring for 2nd and 3rd shills to 
work primarily during quarterly 
earnings reported periods. Compen-
sation based on hourly base rate plus 
productivity incentives. Must have 
\\'Orking knowledge or MS Word and 
e-mail. Familiarity with financial and 
accounting terms helpful but not nee• 
essary. 
FOCH is conveniently located off 
the Beltway in Largo, MD, directly 
across from the US Airways Arena. 
You must have own transportation. 
E-mail resume to 
katkins@fdch.com or fax 10 (301,) 883· 
2481. 
For Sale/ Services 
PCNln:ilSecuruy 
Fownain Pen Pepper Spray S14.95 (check 
or MO) Cook> Inc. 540 W, R=. Ste 370. 
Chicago. UI 60657. 
Lo.•.c "eight llO\\. 3.5 ponJ, a \\1..'\!'J... Guar• 
rantood R°"ults. CallSolia t202)5S8-7021 
Gff>J'#;t \wnUC" Kknnt-"' 
Dr) deruting. cJ"H:it n-p:iir and alkr· 
at.inn\. Grand opm;ing Stpttmher, 2626 
Gt'Orgia . \u• .. acmi., from lhr Sd1ool of 
llu,inc, ,. 202-3)2-,\8<\.l 
Hou!oC for \3Jc by owner. H1..,.toric ~tric., 
Gf'Ql'J:ia .\,cnuc Kk;.Ult'I"\ Df) dcu1• 
~. tJKW n1)air and oJtrralinn, GrJnd 
optning Stpkmbt-c 26.!6 Gror,:la A,e .. 
:t~ frumlhe School of Husi.rn.., 2't~ 
8.1:Z..W..l 
-CAP CITY 
Negro League Collection. worlds 




Georgetown University Law Center 
If you think you are legally enti• 
tied 10 beajamins because you have 
been irtjured by the wrongful con-
duct of a driver or a car from the 
wrongful conduct of other wrong-
headed persons. Call Jalloh Law ar 
202.434-8692 or 301 48~-7340. Jalloh 
Law Fights Zealously for the right of 
its clients to get paid when they suf• 
fer harm through the excluisve fault 
of others. You want to get paid pro• 
portionately and fast, call Jalloh 
Law. 
Queen Size Box Spring For Sale, 
$60. Leave meassge. 1-800-418-1131 
Personals 
Where is Lil' Peony? Is he scared 
that Ricky Wiliams will run wild on 
his Carolina Panthers Sunday? 
•· Kimothy {The MAn Capricorn) 
•Louisiana Native 
Welcome back Louisina Club! lets 




Happy 21st B,day 
Pal Love 
20/20 from Chi 
Nttd to lllll< to )OOI' li~ 
'Ous1,e? E-mai LounSlming 
uodag,adwldnJ:sltt(jj'bolmalla,ai 
Georg a \, . :..., Kknnc-r. 
Dr, ckaning. .tioo n1).tir and :ill<r• 
;11ion.,. Grand opmlng Stptmih<.r 2626 
G<...-.ri:ia ,\,t.. .cross from the School or 
BU/Jnrs,,. 202-3.Jl.386.I 
Wb..-.my~II? 
Thartx Krisly & ~-b-811 )OW" 
bdp, 'lllll att !ht t,e,a r,;,,-1<1s<~~ 
-Mass Appeal 
HlLl.l'OP STAFF-
VALL NEVER CEASE 
TO AMAZE ME!! KEEP UP 
THE GOOD \VORK! 
THEE-1-C 
Jason & Kimottt} 
\all uork it oul cn,I) """'"-
11umks for all the hard l'Ork and 
looghours 
ThcE-1-C 
Rallab. L)TIR, Charle<, Jobn-Jobn, 
Rand.>, Eric, K,,w,, \lmv. Krisl,- & 
Brar,d;- ,1iu nre the bomb section <di• 
ton!! Kttp up lhe good "ork! 
Thd',U 
\1 n, h.. n n 
Timnx ror the nwseorne la,~oot!! 
..,,, -1-<. 
Ja,on 'lllwm. Jo,-& liv)- \our 
tooM a.re ex<'.'dlentl 
C:.or,:la \,~nue l\lcamN 
Dn dcanb!f- shoe r<pair and alkr• 
nllom. Grand opttWlJ! S,:ptnnhrt: Zo26 
<~ 11,-.,_......,. rrum tho Sdiool rl 
llu,lnm. 20:Z..ill-.l(!(i.3 
Gonhead S:1b=L. Jc:ndle. Kia. l)n & 
l hark, \lith )OUr front page stories, go 
head with your bad seln'S!!!! 
·1hrb(.( 
HEY l!Na..E 'IO~! 
It is ah<ays-=klng IO mff • dd,olt 
.. 1th )W u,p up llir,,.., _ 
Welcome Back and thanks for 
coming by when you got back. 
--elena 
Mist, bow are we gonna get 
through this semester if there 
always 100 people in our suite 
--Kris 
Sparkel 





I hol)e that }'OU really e,uoy }'OUr spcd.\1 
day tomorrow and ha,'C many many more to 
come. And I did ha\'C 8 crush on )"OU Cresb· 
man )'Cat. Call my direct line 
UNOWHO 
loAhha: 
fb\-e A happ) 8P1hdl)'' 
L<HJu-.w~ Kc,• MOl'IK'.a..\1.anln 
DJ.riu., 
llaJll)) 17th 8-day 
- "lOUrCuz 
G1:or,:i.a A\l:,iut Klcat'k:n 
Of) d,anini:, .iior n:1"1lr and lll!tt• 
a lion-.. Grand npeninJ; ~ptnti..l>te 2616 
Gtori:ia /\,c. om,,,,, from lb• -;cbool of 
IJu.Jnes, 202-332-~ 
' . 
T111, l11u:r<w 
